
P H O N O L O G Y 

V O W E L S 

In the realizations of the first five hundred words the following vowels build up the 
child's vocalic system: 

High 
Mid 
Low 

Front 

lil. /»:/ I 

Central 

/« / . /«: / 

Back 

/« / • / « : / 

Figure 144 

As the table indicates, all non-standard allophones reported in the first-fifty and 
first-one-hundred-word periods are absent now, illustrating thus the stabilization 
of the correct phonetic articulation of each of the vocalic phonemes. Similarly, the 
non-existence of the semi-long and extra-long variants suggests that the quantity 
becomes stabilized in the two members, i.e. short versus long. 

Compared to Standard Czech, the two systems of vowels are now identical. A l l the 
vowels have the status of autonomous phonemes with one modification; /o:/ has a 
phonemic status only in small number of loan-words, whereas in the indigenous 
system of home-words it represents an expressive variant. 

The following will consist of a description of each vowel phoneme in regard to its 
phonetic realization, relation to other phonemes and possible combinations. As 
before, statistics wil l be used to determine the functional load of vocalic phonemes, 
their combinations as well as their frequency in the child's vocabulary in the 
period of the first five hundred words. 

The Short Vowel /a/ 

Phonetic Realization 
The phonetic realization being well established in all distinctive features, the pho

neme \a\ might be justly classified as a low central unrounded short vowel, with no 
deviations as compared to Standard pronunciation. 
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Distribution 

Positional Distribution 

The Vowel jaj 

3.8 % initial 

medial 

In the frequency scale of vowels, jaj preserves its first place regardless of the fact 
that long ja:j—as an autonomous phoneme— is dealt with separately. Its 1266 occur
rences in the realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 20.1% of the 
vocalic phonemes, and 8.7% of the total of phonemes 
found in the vocabulary. As regards the place of 
occurrence, the phoneme jaj is not limited, being 
distributed word-initially, word-medially and word-
-finally. Of the three positions the greatest number 
appears for medial occurrences while the final occur
rences come second in order of frequency. Word-initially 
then, jaj is distributed least frequently. In view of the 
dislike of Czech for distribution of the vowels especially 
as regards jaj, jej, \i\ in the initial position, a decreasing 
number was expected. Sti l l , considerable amounts of 
initial occurrences do appear in instances which represent 
the older developmental stage, i.e. where the proper 
initial consonant is dropped and the medial vowel be
comes thus predictably the initial one, cf. [ambatej] 
hambaty, [akukala] zakukala, [apesek] chlapecek. While 
in the cited examples jaj is correct, in the following it 
represents a substitutive sound, cf. [akavicki] rukavicky, 
[aval] chovat, [apak] kdepak, [aka:dat] vyklddat. These 
forms, however, are in the minority as compared to those 
whose realizations are identical or at least approximate 
to their correlates in Standard Czech pronunciation, 
cf. [akavicki]—[lukavicki] rukavicky, [aval]—[xovat] 
chovat, [apak]—[depak]—[gdepak] kdepak, [aka:dat]— 
[vikla:dat] vyklddat. The latter forms are more frequent 
and are used as the basis for further derivations. In its 
proper initial occurrences, jaj appears only in two items, ef which the second is an 
interjection, cf. [ano] and [au, auvej]. More frequent, however, is the initial jaj in 
loan-words, e.g. auto, autobus, ahoj, apardt, Asta, which the boy took over from his 
linguistic environment and accommodated in a form corresponding to his phonetic 
abilities and grammatical knowledge, cf. [axoj, ahoj, ahojte] ahoj!, [auliicek, aula.k, 
aulili:nJco] auto, auticko, [bus, busek, autobus, autobusek] autobus, [apala.tek cvak] apardt. 

Figure 145 shows the occurrences of jaj in the three positions. 

final 

Figure 145 

The Long Vowel ja:j 

Phonetic Realization 
Like the short jaj, so too its long counterpart ja:j has attained the correct realiza

tion in being stabilized as a low central unrounded long vowel. Compared to short jaj, 
the long ja:j is slightly raised. 

Distribution 

In frequency the scale of vowels, ja:j occupies the first place among long phonemes 
and the sixth among all vocalic phonemes. Its 537 occurrences in the realizations of 
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the first five hundred words amount to 8.5% of the vocalic phonemes and 3.7% of all 
phonemes counted. 

As regards the place of occurrence, \a:\ is restricted to medial and final positions. 
Of these two, the medial is far more frequent. Most of the medial occurrences of \a:\ 
appear in the 1st person sg. of the verbs. The ending [-o:m], being highly productive 
in Standard Czech, is the more widespread in the child's idiolect, due to his analogous 
usage of this ending in the majority of the existing verbs; thus alongside [ma:m] mam, 
[bexa:m] behdm, [pi:va:m] zpivdm there arose and found their foothold in the child's 
vocabulary such instances as [spa:m] spim, [oblacovaim] obracim, [va:za:m] vdzi, 
[uiesa:m] ucesu etc. Due to perseveration, these forms were used long after the boy 
was fully aware of the correct ones, though self-correction followed i n most instances. 
The same ending was employed when the boy constructed verbs on the basis of 
former substantives. Though having no corresponding equivalents in Standard Czech, 
verbal forms such as [vinocHi:ckova:m se] (I am going to use the chamber-pot), 
[vopapuckova:m] (I am going to put on my slippers), [vocepi§kova:m] (I am going to 
put on my cap) were frequent in the child. 

Positional Distribution Vowel Phonemes 
The Vowel ja:j Short versus Long 

87.5 % 

12.5 % 

Figure 146 Figure 147 

Another phenomenon which the boy found attractive is the suffix [-a:fc]. The analogy 
with [daleba.k] darebdk (a scoundrel) undoubtedly induced him to add it to the sub
stantives in order to achieve a pejorative affect both in home- and loan-words. A few 
examples follow; [jeza:k pixa:k] jezek, [zi:zala:k] zizala, [zilafa:k] zirafa, [zaba:k] zdba, 
[pa:va:k] pdv, [lva:k] lev, [pi:pa:k] pipinka, [ci:cak] kocka, [spinava:k] spinavec; 
[e:la:k] aero, [auia:k] auto. 

Futhermore, the phoneme \a:\ helped the boy to differentiate the expressions 
which, due to cluster simplification, were homonymic in older developmental stages, 
cf. [maso]—[ma:so] maso—mdslo. 

medial 

final 

la:/ 

jaj 
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As for the final occurrences of /a:/, most of them are correct, cf. [bakana:] bakand, 
[celvena^] cervend, [celna:] cernd, [heska:] hezkd, [mokla:] mokrd. The occurrences in 
3rd person singular are either correct, cf. [haca:] hacd, [haja:] hajd, [svolawa:] svoldvd, 
[luka:] lukd, or analogous [lozbi:va:] rozbiji, [kutulula:] kotouli. Figure 146 indicates 
the proportionate occurrences of ja:j in the two positions. In Figure 147 the ratio of 
the phonemes jaj and ja:j in regard to their frequency in the vocabulary of five 
hundred words is shown. High preponderance of the short member as compared 
to the long one brings further confirmation to the fact that the unmarked features 
are more frequent in children, just as they are in languages in general. 

The Short Vowel jej 

Phonetic Realization 

After a more complicated learning process the phonetic realization of \e\ has 
become stabilized and the phoneme has attained the characteristics of a mid front 
unrounded short vowel, corresponding to its Standard 
Czech model both in production and in auditory 
impression. A l l the non-Standard allophones have 
gradually disappeared from the child's phonemic reper
tory with the refinement of the distinctive features. 

Distribution 

Positional Distribution 
The Vowel jej 

0.6 % • = = = initial 

medial 

In the frequency scale of vowels, \e\ occupies the 
second highest place. Its 1261 occurrences in the 
realizations of the first five hundred words account 
for 20.0% of the vocalic phonemes and 8.7% of the 
total of phonemes found in the child's vocabulary. 
In contradiction to both previous periods the pho
neme \e\ came to be widely distributed in this develop
mental stage, as the change in the frequency scale 
clearly indicates. Two explanations can be offered for 
this finding; first, the child has mastered the pho
netic realization of this mid front unrounded vowel 
phoneme and, concomitantly, no substitute sound 
any longer replaces it; second, the phoneme jej had 
a minimal functional load in nursery forms and 
interjections. In view of the fact that these two 
types of words composed the majority of the child's 
vocabulary in the two first stages, the low distribution of jej was then predictable. On 
the contrary, jej is the most widely distributed vocalic phoneme in the word-stock 
of Czech. As the structure of the child's vocabulary approximates to that of Standard 
Czech in this developmental stage, the high frequency of jej no doubt exerts its 
influence on the statistical findings on vowels. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the phoneme jej is not limited, and occurs 
word-medially, word-finally and word-initially, in this order of frequency. As with 
jaj, so too with jej, the frequency of the three positions is very unbalanced. While 
the medial position strikingly predominates and accounts for 81.0%, the initial has 

final 

Figure 148 
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but 0.6% of the total occurrences. For an explanation of this low number in the 
initial position, the dislike of Czech to distributing /e/ word-initially is to be recalled 
here once again. Moreover, of the eight initial occurrences only three represent the 
proper initial position (the various realizations of the loan-word elektrika, cf. [elika, 
elelika, eletUka]). The remaining five, on the other hand, are the manifestation of a less 
mature stage of speech development where the proper initial consonant is dropped, 
cf. [ebi:6ek, ebi:hk] chlebiSek, [ele, esle, eSle]jeSte. The growth of the occurrences in the 
medial position and, concomitantly, the decrease in the final position, is in accordance 
with the fact that the final consonants are being realized in most instances. Thus the 
former final occurrences of \e\ are now medial ones, cf. [kibi:6e] > [kibi:cek], [be-
ja:ne] > [beja.nek]. Furthermore, the decreasing number of the interjections, where 
/e/, both in short and long allophone, has wide occurrence word-finally, influences 
negatively the frequency counts of the final jej. Figure 148 gives the proportion of 
occurrences of \e\. 

The Long Vowel \e:\ 

Phonetic Realization 
Like the short jej, so its the long counterpart /e:/ is fairly stable and, as far as 

phonetic realization is concerned, corresponds to the characteristics of a mid front 
unrounded long vowel. Compared to its short counterpart, the phoneme \e:\ is roughly 
twice as long and slightly raised. 

Positional Distribution Vowel Phonemes 
The Vowel /e:/ Short versus Long 

1 2.3 % I /e:/ 

initial 

medial 

final 

Figure 149 

97.7 % 

Figure 150 

Distribution 

In the frequency scale of vowels, \e:\occupies the fifth place among long phonemes 
and the tenth among all vocalic phonemes. Its 30 occurrences in the realizations of 
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the first five hundred words account for 0.4% of the vocalic phonemes and 0.2% 
of the total of phonemes found in the child's vocabulary. In view of the fact that \e:\ 
has a minimal functional yield in Czech, these low figures are not surprising. 

As for the place of occurrence, jej: is not limited, and occurs in the initial, medial 
and final positions. Compared with the distribution of other vocalic phonemes, the 
distribution of /e:/ is more evenly balanced, as Figure 149 indicates. The high percen
tage in the initial position, however, is due to the child's predilection for the item 
aero using it in various forms, cf. [e:lo, e:l'o, e:la:k, e:lecko, e:hpa:n,e:pola:n,e:lopla:n]. 
In the medial position, the phoneme je:\appears in the place of the proper jej due to the 
supplementary lengthening, cf. [veve:ka] veverka, [pe:sek] pejsek, [be:je] brejle, [de:de] 
nejde. The lengthening of jej in the item [ne:fH] neni, on the other hand, is the result 
of the emotional connotation attached to this expression. As for the final occurrences 
of /e:/, most of them are correct and appear especially in onomatopoiea, e.g. [me:], 
[be:], [be:be:]. Its appearance in the loan-word [kafe:] kafe needs no comment. Its 
long form instead of the correct short form in the item [ole:] olej is to be explained 
as the result of supplementary lengthening for the loss of the proper final consonant. 

In Figure 150 the ratio of the short and long \e\ is indicated. The preponderance 
of the short vowel, noticed already in the relation /a/ : \a:\, is the more striking in the 
relation of jej : /e:/. In view of the fact that short \e\ is found second in the frequency 
scale of vocalic phonemes while the difference between this second position and the 
leading position is the slightest possible, (cf. 20.1% attributed to jaj and 20.0% 
attributed to jej), and that long \e:\ occupies the last place in the scale, this finding 
is not surprising. Besides, the high and low functional loads for \e\ and \e:j respectively 
in Standard Czech presents a similar picture. 

The Short Vowel /*/ 

Phonetic Realization 

The phonetic realization of \i\ is firmly established in all distinctive features. The 
phoneme thus corresponds in its characteristics of being a high front unrounded 
short vowel to that of Standard Czech. 

Distribution 
In the frequency scale of vowels, jij occupies the fourth place. Its 975 occurrences 

in the realizations of the first five hundred words account for 15.5% of the vocalic 
phonemes and 6.7% of the total of phonemes found in the child's vocabulary. Com
pared to the previous stages, the frequency of \i\ is decreasing. This is in accordance 
with the growth of vocabulary, where in the newly entered words the child is not 
satisfied with the fundamental vowels jaj, juj as before^ while on the other hand, 
all Czech vocalic phonemes are distributed and their functional load corresponds—to 
a greater or lesser extent—to that reported by Mazlova and Kucera. Though, due to 
the differing analysis the data are not truly comparable, it is rather interesting to 
find the identical, i.e. the fourth place of jij in the frequency scales of vocalic pho
nemes in ours, Mazlova's, Kucera's and Vachek's statistics. Also the fact that the long 
counterpart ji:j, having achieved its contrastive function, is dealt with separately, 
exerts a negative influence on the statistical findings for \i\. 

As regards the place of occurrences, the phoneme jij is not limited and occurs 
word-initially, word-medially and word-finally. The distribution in the three positions 
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Positional Distribution 
The Vowel /»/ 

1.1 % initial 

medial 

is nevertheless very uneven and not always correct. As in most vocalic phonemes, so 
too in HI, the greater number appears for the medial and final positions, while the 
initial position displays by far the lowest percentage. The fact that the Czech funda

mental stock of words has only very few instances 
beginning in /»/ was mentioned in connection with the 
phoneme \a\. None of these instances, however, appears 
in the child's vocabulary in this period and all the 
initial occurrences of /ij here are due to the omission 
of the proper initial consonant which has not yet 
found a firm foothold in the child's pronunciation. The 
following are some examples; [ibafnul] vybafnul, [ile-
zeme] vylezeme, [icisli:me] vycistime, [ibaca:me] naba-
cdme, [ipil] vypil, [ibumali] vybumbali, [iba] ryba, 
[ibiSkd] rybicka, [iska] liska. 

In the medial position, on the other hand, \i\ is used 
properly in most of the observed occurrences, cf. [mi-
sicka] mysiSka, [psiklitej] pfikryty, [pababiSka] praba-
biSka, [divokej] divoky, [nezlobit] nezlobit. A few instances 
where short medial jij replaces the proper long one 
wil l be dealt with in the conclusive paragraph on 

A few comments are perhaps required in connection 
with the comparatively high frequency of / i" / word-
-finally. The fact that -i is a highly productive ending 
in Czech exerts, undoubtedly, its influence on statis
tical findings. From its wide usage in this position, 
let us mention here at least the nominative and 
accusative plural, i.e. the cases which are most 
frequent in the child, and the plural forms of the pre

terite—another category widely used by the child, cf. [knedli:ki] knedliky, [pefii:ski] 
penizky, [svesliSki] Svesticky, [luciSki] rucicky, [lukavicki] rukavicky: [papali] papali, 
[hacalt] hucali, [spinjcali] spinkali, [meli] mSli etc. Due to the high productivity, other 
plural forms were constructed analogously, cf. [o6i£ki] ocicka, [kviliSki] kvitecka, 

final 

Figure 151 

[usicki] ouSka. 
The Long Vowel /».•/ 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the short / i / , the long / i : / too has reached correct realization in being stabilized 
as a high front unrounded long vowel. Compared to short /t/, the long / i : / has roughly 
double the duration. The tendency not to preserve this relation, however, is shown 
in the shortening of the properly long member. In quality, the long / i : / is slightly 
raised as compared to the short / i / . 

Distribution 

In the frequency scale of vowels, / i : / occupies the second highest place among long 
vowels and the seventh among all vocalic phonemes. Its 478 occurrences in the 
realizations of the first five hundred words account for 7.6% of the vocalic phonemes 
and 3.3% of the total of phonemes found in the child's vocabulary. These comparative
ly high figures are in accordance with its wide distribution in Czech. 
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As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, the phoneme /»':/ is not limited and 
occurred in the initial, medial and final positions. There are, however, large dispro
portions in the three positions. While the medial position amounts to 80.5%, the five 
initial occurrences represent only 1.1% of the total of occurrences of /*':/. Moreover, 
none of the five word-initial occurrences is correct. The list shows that the genuine 
medial appears in the onset because the proper initial consonant was dropped, 
cf. [i:cek] Jificek, [i:ski:, i:nski:] rynsky, [i:stek] Ustek, [i:zala] zizala. 

Positional Distribution 
The Vowel /»:/ 

1.1 % | — initial 

medial 

final 

Vowel Phonemes 
Short versm Long 

Figure 152 Figure 153 

As for the medial position, most of the occurrences are correct. Of the few excep
tions, two wil l be mentioned here; first, the medial appears in [pi:sat] psdt in the 
function of a svarabhakti vowel which is employed here to avoid the difficult conso
nantal cluster [ps] (cf. here also other examples where this cluster was avoided or 
underwent metathesis; [peso] psa, [kaspicki] kapsi6ky). Second, the medial -i:-
replaces the correct -e:- in the various realizations of the item mleko, cf. [mi:sko], 
[mi:£ko], [mli:ko]. Since, however, the colloquial form [mli:ko] was used frequently 
in the boy's surroundings, he probably chose this form for imitation. 

A similar problem concerns the final in the ending of adjectives. The child 
used the ending [-i:] in adjectives of masculine and neuter gender, cf. [hodni: xapecek] 
hodny chlapecek—[ceveni: jabi:sko] cervene jablicko. While in the masculine gender the 
ending [-i:] is the standard form, it is colloquial in the neuter gender. The question 
arises as to whether the child imitates the colloquial pronunciation in the neuter and 
clings to the standard model in the masculine or whether in the neuter functions 
as a substitute for the proper standard je:j. In view of the fact that all vocalic pho
nemes are fairly stable and fluctuation is no longer common at this stage of speech 
development, the former suggestion seems more probable. 
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In Figure 152 the proportionate occurrences of \i:\ in the three positions are indi
cated. Figure 153 shows the ratio of the short and long jij. In distinction to all other 
vocalic phonemes, the long \i:\ is distributed more frequently (cf. it's 32.9%). This, 
however, corresponds to the wide distribution of this vowel phoneme in Czech. 

As shown in the paragraphs on distribution, both the vowel phonemes jij and ji:j 
are realized in their proper places, with minor exceptions. Here we are dealing with 
a few of such; the long /*:/ is used instead of the proper short jij in [ji:ka] Jirka, 
[si:ka] sirka. Supplementary lengthening is perhaps the most plausible explanation 
for these instances. Further, the fluctuation between [i], [i.] and [i:] occurs in a few 
polysyllabic words, cf. [pisecek]—[pi:secek], [pisat] — [pi.sat], kvitecTco]—[kfi:tek], 
[neudu£im]—[nevuduzi.m]. As the shortening of the high vowels appears in Colloquial 
Czech and as the child was exposed to the influence of both Colloquial and Standard 
pronunciation, he probably imitated both the models in his idiolect. 

The emphatically lengthened vowels in the last syllables which occurred with high 
frequency especially in the interjections of onomatopoeic origin in the first two 
developmental stages, gradually disappeared. There are, however, examples illustrat
ing the opposite process, i.e. the shortening of the former extra-long vowels. This 
quantitative reduction is, in some cases, accompanied by haplology, cf. the original 
form [kikiliki::] with the realizations common in this developmental stage—[kiki-
liki:], [kikili], [kikiUk]. Similarly, [kokokokodar.k]—[kokokoda:k]—[kokodaik]—[ko-
kodak]; [me:me:me::]—[me:me]—[wet]; [be:be:be::]—[be.be]—[bek]. To explain this 
change on the ground of preference of short, i.e. easier and therefore better mastered 
vowels or on the ground of a tendency to shorten the long words seems insufficient 
here. The child articulates the long vowels with ease in other instances regardless 
of the word position. Similarly, the syllabic length of words seems to cause no trouble 
to the child as he realizes with success even penta- and hexaxyllables of which some 
are his own formations (e.g. the above cited [vocepickujeme] [vinoctiixkova-.m]). 
Another, and—in our opinion—more probable, explanation might be offered here: 
in the first developmental stages of language development the child concentrates 
on the phonetic aspect of the word and reproduces, according to his abilities, more or 
less precisely the models given him for imitation. As the coda of onomatopoeia is 
usually long, the child echoes an extra-long vowel in this position. This developmental 
stage is, however, superseded by one in which the child appears to be satisfied with 
his phonetic progress and concentrates on the functional aspect and on the mutual 
relation of words. Onomatopoeia and interjections loose their former function—that 
of naming the objects—and come to represent an expressive element. In this function 
then, the interjections help the child to identify the objects on the ground of their 
most characteristic property or action. A few examples follow for illustration: 
[kotoitek kikilik] kohoutek kykyryhy, [kavicka bu:], kravicka bu, [slepiSka kokokodak] 
slepicka kokoddk, [auto tudu:] auto tudti, [apala:t cvak] apardt cvak, [zaci^knu cinjt] 
zacinkdm cililink, [fonova:m hate:] telefonuji halo. 

The Short Vowel joj 

Phonetic Realization 

Parallel to the front mid unrounded short vowel phoneme \e\, the back mid rounded 
short vowel phoneme \o\ becomes stabilized in the child's idiolect and no deviations 
either in production or in auditory impression are noticeable at this stage of speech 
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development. The non-Standard Czech allophones, frequent in this phoneme in the 
previous stages, gradually disappeared from the child's vocalic inventory. 

Distribution 

Positional Distribution 
The Vowel joj 

initial 

medial 

In the frequency scale of vowels, \o\ occupies the third highest place. Its 1013 
occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words account for 16.1% 
of the vocalic phonemes and 6.9% of the total of phonemes found in the child's 
vocabulary. Compared to the previous stages, the 
figures are higher, thus illustrating that the occurrence 
of \o\ increases with the growth of vocabulary. While 
this increase did not show in the frequency scale of 
the second developmental stage as compared to the 
first, it does show in the third developmental stage, 
where \o\ appears in the third instead of the fifth 
place in order of frequency. To explain this change 
the different distributional properties should be 
mentioned here; while \o\ has minimal functional load 
in nursery forms and interjections, i t is the second 
most widely distributed vocalic phoneme in the Czech 
word-stock. In view of the fact that in the first develop
mental stage the nursery forms and interjections form 
the greatest part of the child's vocabulary, low figures 
for \o\ were expected; and so, on the other hand, high 
figures were anticipated for \o\ in the third develop
mental stage, where the interjections and nursery 
forms are giving way to the common Czech word-stock. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, no 
distributional restriction affects the phoneme joj and 
all the three possible positions are represented in the 
realizations of the first five hundred words. As with 
other vocalic phonemes, so too with joj the highest 
figures appear for the medial position. The final and the initial positions show 
progressively lower numbers. 

Though low, the initial position of \o\ reports the second highest frequency" 
among the vocalic phonemes, cf. 7.7% joj, 3.8% jaj, 0.6% jej, 1.1% ji[, 8.5% \u\. 
Furthermore, al l the occurrences of initial joj are correct and have their correlates 
in the common wordstock of Czech. Some examples follow; [oloupani.] oloupany, 
[olizuje] olizuje, [okno, okinjco] okno, okynko, [oba:zek] obrdzek, [olejl\ olej etc. However 
frequent such instances are, they would have been more frequent still had it not been 
for the fact that the hiatic consonant [v] appears in the child's idiolect. In accordance 
with the colloquial usage, the child has [v] even in such cases where there is no hiatus 
to abolish, cf. [ten vobldzek] ten obrdzek, [ma\m voloupanej] mam oloupany, [mema:m 
volizuvat] nemdm olizovat, [podej volej] podej olej. Of the exceptional joj occurrences 
word-initially three were recorded, viz. [of] lod°, [olSicka] holcicka, [oda] voda. As their 

final 

Figure 154 

9 9 This phenomenon gives supporting evidence for Vachek'a findings that the vowels joj, juj, 
ju:j are more frequent in initial position as compared to jaj, jej, jij. (Cf. Fonologie lexika, p. 399). 
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standard equivalents show, al l of them are the representatives of the older develop
mental stage where the proper initial consonant was dropped. 

As for the medial position of /o/, most of the occurrences are correct, cf. [balonek] 
balonek, [bolicka] boticka, [stoji:m] stojim, [doblej] dobry etc. Among the exceptions 
are those instances where the genuine initial \o\ becomes a medial due to the child's 
introducing the prothetic [«], as illustrated in the above-cited examples. Sound 
assimilation, on the other hand, accounts for the following items; [kolocko] kolecko, 
[ndslonou] na shledanou. 

Similarly, the majority of the final occurrences of joj are correct. Its appearance 
in the diminutive suffix of the neuter gender accounts for most of the cases, cf. 
[tela:tko, tela:tecko] teldtko, [pasa:tko] prasdtko, [rrdixko] mlecko, [selixko] celicko, 
[kqfi.cko] kqficko. The pronouns kdo, co, to, toto represent another frequent category 
Which exerts its influence on the statistics of final joj. Of the exceptional instances, 
the realization of the undeclinable possessive adjectives ending in -ovo is of interest, 
cf. [babickovo] instead of the correct babiccin, [mamirtfcovo] instead of mamincin, 
[ta:tovo] instead of tdtuv. Such formations are not absent from Czech but appear in 
South- and West-Bohemian dialects. As the child never met with any speaker from 
these localities and had thus no similar models for imitating, their appearance in his 
idiolect cannot but represent his own experiments in employing arbitrary derivative 
suffixes and endings to the common nouns. As with many alien sound differences, 
so too this alien grammatical difference found a firm foothold in the child's idiolect 
and was preserved and used as a parallel long after the child had mastered the duly 
inflected forms of possessive adjectives, cf. [babiSkovo boti]—[babicini boti] babicciny 
boty, [maminjcovo taska]—[mamincina taSJca] mamincina taska.100 

The Long Vowel \o:\ 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the short /o/, the long \o:\ too has been mastered in al l distinctive features 
at this stage of speech development. Compared to its short counterpart, the long jo:I 
is roughly twice as long and, as concerns the quality, slightly raised. In its character
istics as a slightly raised mid back rounded long vowel the phoneme \o:\ fully corre
sponds to its correlate in Standard Czech pronunciation. 

Distribution 

In the frequency scale of vowels, jo:j occupies the fourth place among long vowels 
and the ninth among all vocalic phonemes. Its 41 occurrences in the realizations of 
the first five hundred words account for 0.6% of the vocalic phonemes and 0.3% 
of the total of phonemes found in the child's vocabulary. 

As regards the place of occurrence, /o:/ is not limited and appears in medial, final 
and initial positions, in this order of frequency. However rare, this vowel performs 
several functions in the child's idiolect, occurring as: 

1. expressive variant of the phoneme /o/, e.g. [pozo:l] pozor; 
2. a substitute for the proper diphthong [ou], e.g. [koto:tek] kohoutek, [o:sko] ousko; 
3. a substitute for the loss of a consonant, e.g. [moto:ku] motorku; 

1 0 0 On this question, of. J . Vachek, K problematice ieskych poseslvnich adjektiv, p. 171 — 189. 
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4. a vocalic phoneme in a few loan-words, e.g. [glamofo:n] gramofon, [telefo:n] te-
lefon, [halo:],halo, [tlaktod] traktor. 
The quoted examples illustrate that, with the exception of loan-words, all occurrences 
of [o:] are incorrect and have no equivalents in Standard Czech. As the loan-words 
where /o:/ has a phonemic status are in a minority compared to home-words, and as 
in a l l home-words [o:] fluctuates with [o] and [ou], only the allophonic status can be 
attributed to this vowel at this stage of speech development. 

Positional Distribution 
The Vowel /o:/ 

2.4 % initial 3.9 % 

Vowel Phonemes 
Short versus Long 

H 

medial 

final 

Figure 155 Figure 156 

In Figure 155 the proportinate occurrences of [o:] are indicated. Figure 156 shows 
the ratio of the two allophones of the phoneme jo}. The high preponderance of the 
short member compared to the long is evident. When taking into consideration that, 
of the 41 occurrences of [o:], 18 are replacing the proper diphthong [ou], i.e. the 
sequence of two short vowels, the figures representing the short member are still 
higher, as the following ratio illustrates 97.8% : 2.2%. 

The Short Vowel / « / 

Phonetic Realization 
The phonetic realization being firmly stable in all distinctive features, the phoneme 

/«/ can be justly classed as a high back rounded short vowel, with no deviations as 
compared to Standard Czech pronunciation. 

Distribution 
In the frequency scale of vowels, juj occupied the fifth place, i.e. the last one as 

far as the short vocalic phonemes are concerned. Its 650 occurrences in the realiza-
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Positional Distribution 
The Vowel juj 

initial 

media] 

tions of the first five hundred words account for 10.3% of the vocalic phonemes and 
4.5 % of the total of phonemes found in the child's vocabulary. Compared to the previous 
stages, the frequency of juj is gradually decreasing, which shows even in the frequency 
scale. The reason is similar to that given in connection with the decrease of jij. The 
fundamental vocalic triangle is enriched with two other vocalic phonemes and the 

functional load of each of the phonemes approximates 
to that of Standard Czech. In view of the fact that juj 
has the lowest functional load in the common Czech 
word-stock, and is slightly higher only in onomato
poeia, its decrease in the child's idiolect is to be ex
pected parallel to the growth of vocabulary. 

As for the place of occurrence, juj is not limited and 
occurs in the three positions in this order of frequency: 
medial—final—initial. Though the order is identical 
with all vocalic phonemes, the figures relate closely 
only to the phoneme joj, especially as far as the initial 
position is concerned. While the initial joj was reported 
second in the frequency scale of vowels in initial posi
tions, the phoneme juj comes as the first. In accord
ance with Czech, juj together with joj account for 
most of the vocalic occurrences word-initially in the 
child's vocabulary. Similarly to joj, the occurrences of 
juj in this position are also correct and all items contain
ing ju-j have equivalents in Standard Czech pronuncia
tion. A few examples follow for illustration; [ulika.m] 
utihdm, [umolilo] ulomilo se, [uli:t] utfit, [umazanej] 
umazany. In distinction to joj, no prothetic or hiatic 
consonant appears in connection with initial juj. 

Also in medial and final positions juj has correct 
occurrences, cf. [plavu] plavu, [vilezu] vylezu, [mukicku] 

mrkvicku; [luka:vek] rukdvek, [buba:k] bubdk, [dudek] dudek. The few exceptions are 
due either to sound assimilation, e.g. [dukuju, duju:, ukuju] dikuji or to analogy, 
e.g. [nabaxnu] nabacdm, [kasu] kaH. A n older developmental stage is reflected in 
the forms [pusi:] and [mukicku] compared with the newer [plsi:] prsi and [mlkef] 
mrkev, mrkvicka. 

Figure 157 shows the proportionate occurrences of juj in the initial, medial and 
final position. 

The Long Vowel ju:j 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the phoneme juj, its long counterpart ju:j too has reached the correct reali
zation in being stabilized as a high back rounded long vowel. Compared to the short juj 
the long vowel has roughly double the duration. As in the high front unrounded vowel 
phoneme jij so too in ju:j the tendency not to preserve this ratio shows mostly in the 
polysyllables. The emphatically lengthened allophones gradually disappeared even 
in interjections and so did the geminated vowels which occurred in the previous 
stage in place of the sequence of a long vowel + consonant cluster, cf. [bambu"ki] 
bramburky. As for quality, the long ju:j is slightly raised as compared to short juj. 

final 

Figure 157 
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Distribution 

In the frequency scale of vowels ju:j occupies the third highest place among long 
vowels and the eighth among all vocalic phonemes. Its 56 occurrences in the realiza
tions of the first five hundred words account for 0.9% of the vocalic phonemes and 
0.4% of the total of phonemes found in the child's vocabulary. These comparatively 
low figures were expected in connection with the low distribution of this phoneme in 
the common word-stock of Czech and with the decrease of interjections in the child's 
vocabulary. Unlike the case in Czech, however, the phoneme \u:\ is here restricted in 
place of occurrence. No data representing its initial occurrence were recorded in the 
realizations of the first five hundred words, though such do appear in the Czech 
word-stock. Of the remaining two positions, the medial is the more frequent, cf. 
Figure 158. The following are some of examples; [mu:ze] muze, [nemw.ze] nemuze, 
[mu:j~\ muj, [blambw.lki] bramhurky, [domu:~\ domu, \dolu\\ dolu. As the Standard 
Czech equivalents indicate, all the occurrences of ju:j are proper in the child's 
idiolect. 

The ratio between the short and long \u\—\u:\ (see Figure 159) again manifests 
the high preponderance of the short member. 

Positional Distribution 
The Vowel ju-.j 

Vowel Phonemes 
Short versus Long 

medial 

final 

Figure 158 Figure 159 

S u m m a r y 

To summarize the findings on vowels as they were realizedin the vocabulary of the 
first five hundred words, these conclusions may be drawn; 

A l l Czech vowels, short and long, which build up the vocalic system in Standard 
Czech, appear in the child's idiolect. The phonetic realizatbn of each of the vocalic 
phonemes has been firmly established as concerns all diitinctive and redundant 
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features. In other words, all vowels are neutral, based on oppositions of front versus 
back, high versus mid and low versus mid tongue position. As for the redundant 
feature of rounding, it is correctly attributed to the back vowels only. In contra
distinction to both previous stages, none of the additional non-distinctive variations 
of vocalic phonemes appear in this developmental stage. Furthermore, the quantita
tive opposition of short and long appears in the vowels in this period. As concerns the 
quality, the long high vowels jij, juj are higher than the corresponding short vowels 
and so are, to a somewhat lesser degree, the long mid vowels jej, joj, as compared to 
their short counterparts. On the other hand, the long central vowel ja:j is slightly 
lower than jaj. The average length of the long vowels is about twice as long as the 
length of the corresponding short vowels. Under emphasis, however, the vowels 
still tend to be longer than identical vowels in expressively neutral utterances. Since 
such lengthening is positionally predictable (it occurs in the final position in most 
cases) and affects both short and long vowels, i t does not disturb the quantitative 
phonemic opposition. Nor is this opposition disturbed by the opposite process, i.e. 
the occasional shortening of the high long vowels jij and \u\. 

Vowel Phonemes 
Tongue Position 

Vowel Phonemes 
Points of Articulation 

back 

Vowel Phonemes 
Short versus Long 

central 

front 

long 

short 

Figure 160 Figure 161 Figure 162 

In terms of phonemies, each of the vowels has the status of an independent pho
neme, with one restriction; the long [o:] has only the allophonic status, due to the 
fact that loan-words (where its phonemic status would be undoubted) are more or 
less exceptional in the child's vocabulary. 

Figures 160,161 and 162 show the vocalic phonemes in the light of their distinctive 
features. As the numben indicate, the high, mid and low vowels are evenly balanced 
in distribution. The froit vowels, however, predominate, compared to back and 
central, accounting for a.most 50% of the total of occurrences. B y far the greatest 
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Vowel Phoneme Frequencies 

100 

0 

u 
Figure 163 

difference, nevertheless, is shown in the quantitative oppoation where the short 
vowels amount to 81.9%. 

As for the frequency counts of separate vocalic phonemes, they are arranged in the 
following order: 

the phoneme \a\ remains the most widely distributed vocalic phoneme in all three 
developmental stages, regardless of the fact that the long ,«:/ is charted separately 
in the last stage.—The phoneme jej comes second in the frequency scale, occupying 
this place instead of the phoneme There follows joj, this shifting \u\ to the fifth, 
i.e. the last place as far as the short vowel phonemes are concerned. The sixth, seventh 
and eighth places are occupied by the phonemes /a:/, arranged in the given 
order of frequency, [o:] comes ninth and /e:/ tenth. Compar«d to the frequency count
ings reported by Mazlova and Kucera for Standard C#ch, our findings closely 
correlate. 
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Figure 163 shows all vocalic phonemes found in the data in order of frequency of 
occurrence. Their proportions are given in Figure 164. 

Figure 165 shows the proportions of the initial, medial and final position of vowels. 
As in both previous stages, so too in this third one the vowels are most frequently 
distributed in the medial position. The comparison of the findings in the three stages 
indicates the gradual increase of medial occurrences, cf. 54.0%—62.6%—71.3%. 

The figures with regard to the final posi
tion, on the other hand, are decreasing, cf. 

Vowel Phoneme Proportion 
0.4% 
0.6 % 
0.9 % 

7.6 % 

8.5 % 

10.3 % 

15.5 % 

16.1 % 

20.0% 

20.1 % 

Figure 164 

/«/ 
lo:j 

/«:/ 

/»:/ 

/ « / 

/ « / 

/«/ 

41.6%—31.7%—25.3%. The realization 
of the proper final consonants, causing th# 
shift of the former final vowels into their 
medial positions in the course of speech 
development, has been mentioned in other 
place. Here we shall draw attention to the 
ratio of open and closed syllables, which 
also exerts its influence on the statistics 
characterizing the final position of vowels. 
While in the first developmental stage the 
open syllables accounted for 92.8% of the 
total of syllable occurrences, in the second 
stage the ratio between the open and closed 
syllables is expressed in the following 
figures: 80.6:19.4—illustrating the increase 
of the closed syllables. The same prog-

Positional Distribution 
Vowel Phonemes 

3.4% initial 

medial 

final 

Figure 165 
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ress continues in the third developmental stage where the closed syllables amount 
to 30.5% of the total of syllable occurrences. 

The smallest figure shown in the initial position in the third developmental stage 
is easily explicable on the ground of the general dislike of Czech for employing the 
vocalic phonemes in the onset. It is natural that this phenomenon must influence 
the statistics at that stage of speech development where the vocabulary of the child 
approximates to that common in Czech both in selection of the words and in realiza
tion of the consonants and vowels in their correct place. 

In distinction to vocalic phonemes, the learning process has not been accomplished 
as far as the vocalic chains are concerned. 

As for the diphthongs, two occurred in the realization of the first five hundred 
words, viz. [ou] and [au]. Of these two, the latter is more stable in the child, and was 
neither replaced nor monophthongized. The question might arise of why the diphthong 
[au], though alien to the indigenous phonemic system, shows greater stability than 
the sole Czech diphthong [ou]. In our opinion, several factors played their role in the 
earlier stabilizing of [au]. First, though alien as a diphthong, it consists of the vowels 
a + u, i.e. two of the three components of the fundamental vocalic triangle. Both 
these components were established in the earliest developmental stage. Secondly, the 
diphthong [au] occurs in the interjectional forms au, auvej and was used by the child 
to express any kind of pain. One important phenomenon mentioned in another place 
must be recalled here; the child knows how to pronounce even difficult phonemes or 
their sequences in interjections, while in other word categories he replaces them by 
various substitutes. Thirdly, the diphthong [au] appears in the item auto. Though a 
loan-word, it is—as the boy's favourite object—used with high frequency, thus 
enabling a lot of practice. 

The diphthongal realization of the vowel chain [ou], on the other hand, is excep
tional even in this period. Compared to [au], [ou], being replaced by the long [o:], 
represents the less mature developmental stage. The question arises of whether the 
child, in his earliest developmental stage, does not perceive only one of the features 
which compose the diphthong, namely, its length, so that in expressing this feature 
he simply lengthens the first of the two components while dropping the other. This 
suggestion might perhaps help in solving the question of why children—in simplifying 
the diphthongs—generally replace them by a long vowel instead of dropping one of the 
vowels as they do in simplifying the consonantal clusters. 

As in the diphthongs, so too in the realization of the hiatus, the boy found difficulty. 
In most cases he avoided it by inserting the hiatic consonant [v]. As [v] appears in 
this function in Colloquial Czech, the child probably chose these "easier" forms for 
imitation. Besides this, however, he employed hiatic [v] even within the word, name
ly between the prefix and stem, cf. [nevuhodi.m] neuhodim, [nevuduzi.m] neudrzim. 
As such examples do not exist either in Standard or Colloquial Czech they must be 
considered his own formations, which helped him to avoid the uncomfortable vocalic 
chain. Even much later on, at the age of 8, when he actively read and wrote and had 
thus visual support, he still found hiatus a very difficult problem. Here are some 
examples of how he dealt with it in loan-words; he realized [fedad] or [fedudad] 
instead offeudal; or [terorije] instead of teorie; or [pnematika] or [pnevmatika] instead 
of pneumatika. 
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C O N S O N A N T S 

The analysis of the corpus of the first five hundred words reveals these consonantal 
phonemes and allophones in the child's consonantal system: 

Labials Alveolars 
Palatals 

Velo-glottals 

bilabials labio
dentals 

prae-
alveolars 

post-
alveolars 

Palatals 
velars laryngeal 

Stops P 
b 

t 
d 

t 
d 

k 
[g] 

Nasals m n n w 

Affricates c 
[?] 

6 

Fricatives f 
V 

s 
z 

8 
i J 

X 
h 

Lateral 1 

Vibrant [R] — — 

Figure 166 

Like the table of vocalic phonemes, the table of consonant phonemes, too, indicates 
a steady progress in establishing the consonantal phonemes and their allophones 
according to their Standard Czech models. 

A l l the non-Standard Czech variants reported in both previous stages are absent 
now, illustrating thus the stabilization of the correct phonetic realization and the 
mastering of al l distinctive features in consonants. 

To open the chapter on consonants a brief outline is inserted to compare those 
of the Standard Czech consonantal phonemes which appear in the child with those 
which are still missing; 

Stops 

As the F ig . 166 indicates, there exist voiceless and voiced phonemes at the bi
labial, alveolar, palatal and velar points of articulation, viz. jjpj—\b\. jtj—jdj, \l\—fdj, 
jkj—/<//, in the child's consonantal system. Compared to Standard Czech, the two 
systems are identical. 

Nasals 

The nasals appear at the bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar points of articulation, 
viz. jmj, \n\ and jfij. Of them, the phoneme jnj has two allophones, alveolar [n] and 
velar [q]. As with the stop phonemes, so too with nasals the two systems are identical. 

Affricates 

Two phonemes represent this group in the child's consonantal system, viz. the 
praealveolar \c\ and postalveolar \c\. While the phoneme jcj has a voiced allophone, 
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jcj has not, contrary to the Standard Czech system where both affricates appear in 
voiceless and voiced allophones. 

Fricatives 

The fricatives appear at these points of articulation; labiodental (///—jvj), alveolar 
(/»/—/«/, / « / — p a l a t a l (/?'/), velar {jxj) and laryngeal (/A/). As compared to Stan
dard Czech, the two systems of fricatives aTe identical. 

The Lateral 

In accordance with Czech, the child has one lateral phoneme at the alveolar point 
of articulation. 

Vibrants 

As shown in the table, the child has only one vibrant, produced moreover at the 
bilabial point of articulation. Compared to the Standard system, which contains 
two vibrants, jrj and jfj, produced at the alveolar point of articulation, the instability 
of this type of consonant is evident. 

The following is a description of the plosive consonants. 

T H E P L O S I V E CONSONANTS 

The Plosive jpj 

Phonetic Realization 
The voiceless bilabial stop phoneme jfj has a stable phonetic realization and 

corresponds to the identical phoneme in Standard Czech in all distinctive features. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jfj comes third in the frequency order of consonants. Its 552 occur
rences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 11.9% of the stop 
phonemes, 6.7% of the consonantal phonemes and 3.8% of all phonemes counted. 
The high frequency of jfj in the child's speech does not correspond to its com
paratively low frequency in the common Czech word-stock (cf. the tenth and the 
ninth place in the frequency orders reported by Mazlova and Kucera). The wide
spread distribution of the phoneme jfj in the nursery words has been illustrated and 
explained in the first-fifty-word period. A comparison of the third place in the 
frequency scale of consonants in the first-five-hundred-word period with the fourth 
place in the first-one-hundred-word period and and the first place in the first-fifty-
-word period indicates that jfj remains a widely distributed phoneme in the child's 
speech even when the vocabulary no longer consists of nursery forms or interjections 
and when jfj appears only in its proper place of occurrence, cf. [fa.fa] fdfd, [hapa:] 
hapd, [houfi] houfy, [fafucka] pafucka, [plavat] flavat, [fsa:t\ fsdt [ufeceme] 
ufe5eme, [fla:ce] prdce. In other words, the fact that the phoneme jfj has lost its 
function as a substitute for other consonantal phonemes, mostly jbj and ///, does not 
affect the frequency count. As an example of exceptional usage of jfj the instance 
[fapesfiixek] kapesnicek is the only one noticed in the realization of the first five 
hundred words. Distant sound assimilation accounts for the change k > f. 
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Positional Distribution 

The Plosive /p/ 

3.6 % 

initial 

medial 

final 

Figure 167 

The phoneme jpj is not limited as far as the place 
of occurrence is concerned and appears word-initially, 
word-medially and word-finally, in the said order of 
frequency. Being a paired voiceless consonantal pho
neme, however, it is used in complementary distribu
tion with jbj and its occurrence is thus restricted to the 
voiceless consonantal environment. It can, however, 
combine with those phonemes which, though voiced, 
are not opposed to any other phoneme solely by this 
feature, i.e. the sonants jlj, jmj, jnj, jjj and ///. No 
restriction concerns the vocalic environment and jpj 
freely combines with al l vowels. 

Figure 167 shows the proportion of the initial, medial 
and final jpj in the realization of the first five hundred 
words. 

The Plosive jbj 

Phonetic Realization 

Like voiceless \p\, its voiced counterpart \b\ also 
has a stable phonetic realization and corresponds to 
the identical phoneme in Standard Czech in all 
distinctive features. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jbj comes eight in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 428 occur
rences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 9.2% of the stop 
phonemes, 5.2% of the consonantal phonemes and 2.9% of all phonemes counted. 
While in the second developmental stage the number of occurrences of this voiced 
bilabial phoneme was higher as compared with the first, it is considerably lower now 
(cf. the fifth, third and eighth place in the frequency orders of consonantal phonemes 
in the three stages). As an explanation for its increasing frequency in the second 
stage we offered the stabilization of the feature of voice. In the same place we have 
mentioned that the phoneme \b\ is most widely distributed in interjections as bubic, 
bububu, bebe, baf, bum, bdc, bumbdc and in the nursery words bdba, bak, bakany, bebe, 
bebicko, hambaty, bumbat, bacat, while its functional load in the common Czech word-
stock is comparatively low (cf. its 14th and 15"' place in the frequency scale of Maz-
lova and Kucera). This fact helps in explaining the decrease of jbj in the third develop
mental stage where the words of common vocabulary come to prevail over the inter
jections and nursery forms. 

Most of the occurrences of jbj are correct; [boji:] bolt, [bolelo] bolelo, [blejle] bryle, 
[bla:to] bldto, [bubi:nek] bubinek, [hlobecek] hrobecek, [oba:iit] obrdtit, [zuba:nek] 
zoubek. Of the exceptional, let us mention at least a few instances; [babo:nek] balonek, 
[blablenec] mravenec, [na-.bobicko] nddobicko, [boda] voda,101 [tabebHica] stavebnice. 

1 0 1 In most of the findings on speech development, data illustrating the change v > b appear 
and are accounted for by greater stability of the stop jbj as compared to the fricative jvj. This 
certainly holds good in the first developmental stage. We have, however, data where /&/ replaces /i>/ 
at a time when both the distinctions, i.e. occlusivity and fricativity, were firmly established in the 
child, cf. [boja-.ki] vojdky. The item appeared in a baby song and as the boy had never heard it 
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In all of these, assimilation accounts for /&/ replacing other 
consonantal phonemes. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, the phoneme 
jbj is—as a paired voiced consonantal phoneme—restricted to 
the initial and medial position. Of these, the medial is slightly 
more frequent. As for the sound environment, jbj appears in 
combination with voiced consonants only. No restriction, 
however, concerns its combination with the vocalic phonemes. 

Figure 168 shows the proportion of the initial and medial 
jbj in the realizations of the first five hundred words. 

Before leaving the characterizing of the two bilabial stop 
phonemes jpj and jbj we shall devote attention to the 
question of which of the two is more frequently distributed 
in the three developmental stages. The comparison of the 
frequency counts shows a more or less balanced distribution 
of the pair with slight predominance of the voiceless member 
in the first and third stage and the opposite ratio in the second 
stage. The total numbers illustrate the preponderance of the 
voiceless \p\. Indicated in Figures 169—172 are the ratios 
in the first, second and third developmental stages and i n 
the total. 

Consonant Phonemes 

Positional Distribution 
The Plosive /b/ 

initial 

Voiceless versus Voiced 
50 words 100 words 500 words 

medial 

Figure 168 

total numbers 

Figure 169 Figure 170 Figure 171 Figure 172 

before, he identified and assimilated it with the verbal form [boji:], i.e. [boja-.fc] is the one who is 
afraid. The principle of perseveration made him cling to this form for a long time. Such instances, 
however, do not belong—in our opinion—to phonetics but to grammar, where various changes 
such as analogy, paronymic attraction, blending etc. play a no less important role in the language 
learning process. 
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The Plosive \t\ 

Phonetic Realization 

The phonetic realization of the voiceless alveolar stop phoneme jtj is well established 
in all distinctive features and no deviations were noticed in the child's pronun
ciation as compared to realization of the identical phoneme in Standard Czech. 

Distribution 

The phoneme \t\ comes seventh in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 457 
occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 9.9% of the 
stop phonemes, 5.5% of the consonantal phonemes and 3.2% of all phonemes counted. 
Compared to the previous stages, the distribution of jtj has decreased. This may 
surprise us when viewed from the angle that jtj has a high functional load in the Czech 
word-stock (cf. its ith and Zlh place in the frequency orders of Mazlova and Kucera), 
but not in the child's vocabulary, where in the learning process jtj loses its substitutive 
function with the refinement of the distinctive features in other consonantal pho
nemes. The examples which illustrate the proper distribution of jtj follow; [ta:ta] 
tdta, [tah:nek] tatineh, [utecu] utecu, [kalotki] kalhotky, [zabi:t] zabit, [celt] cert, [Stizi] 
Styfi, [tlaviSka] travicka, [tvalox] tvaroh. The older developmental stage is reflected 
in two instances, namely, [tlut] kluk and [tolesto] kolecko where jtj is replacing the 
correct jkj. 

As for the place of occurrence, jtj is not limited, and occurs word-initially, word-me
dially and word-finally. Of the three positions, the largest figures occur for the medial 
where, compared to both previous stages, /(/ is distributed more frequently. This 
holds good for the final position as well. The initial \t], on the other hand, has a lower 
frequency. 1 0 2 As for the sound environment, jtj combines freely with the voiceless 
consonants, with sonants and with jvj, which distributionally is not exactly a voiced 
counterpart of ///. No restriction concerns its combination with vocalic phonemes, 
the sequence [ti] is, however, the least frequent. 

Figure 173 shows the proportion of the initial, medial and final jtj in the realiza
tions of the first five hundred words. 

The Plosive jdj 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the voiceless jtj, its voiced counterpart jdj also has a stable phonetic realiza
tion and corresponds to the identical consonant in Standard Czech in its characteristics 
as a voiced alveolar stop phoneme. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jdj comes thirteenth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 
258 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 5.6% 
of the stop phonemes, 3.1% of the consonantal phonemes and 1.8% of al l phonemes 
counted. The low frequency of this phoneme, reported also in the two previous stages, 
is not surprising in view of the fact that its occurrence in nursery words and inter
jections is very rare and that neither in Czech does it belong to those phonemes which 

On the question of initial position of consonants cf. J . Vachek, Fonologie lexika, p. 395 ff. 
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Positional Distribution 
The Plosive jtj 

initial 

medial 

final 

Figure 173 

Positional Distribution 
The Plosive /d/ 

initial 

medial 

Figure 174 

Consonant Phonemes 

50 words 

/d/ 
15.4 % 

84.6 % 

Figure 175 

Voiceless versus Voiced 

100 words 500 words 

Figure 176 Figure 177 

total numbers 

Figure 178 
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have a high functional load. As concerns the distribution of jdj in the child's vocabu
lary, most of the occurrences are correct, cf. [due] due, [daleko] daleko, [dudli:k] 
dudlik, \hudli] hudry, [gdo] kdo, [stejda] strejda, [blinda.k] brynddk, [sundaime] sun-
ddme etc. Of the two exceptional instances cf. [deda.m] neddm and [duju, dukuju, de-
kuju] dSkuji, the former is due to sound assimilation, the latter to the depalatalization 
of the proper [d]. 

As a voiced paired consonantal phoneme, \d\ is restricted in the place of occurrence 
and occurs only in the medial and initial position, in this order of frequency. In 
combination, no restriction applies to its combining with vocalic phonemes. In 
consonants, only the neighbourhood of the voiced phonemes is admissible. 

Figure 174 shows the proportion of the initial and medial jdj in the realizations 
of the first five hundred words. 

Like the pair jfj—jbj, the pair jtj—jdj wi l l be dealt with in regard to their fre
quency in the three developmental stages and in total numbers. Unlike the bilabial 
pair, the alveolar is not balanced and the high preponderance of the voiceless member 
is evident in all the Figures 175—178. 

The Plosive jtj 

Phonetic Realization 
With the refinement of the correct degree of palatalization, the phoneme jlj 

became firmly established in all distinctive features; in its characteristics—a voiceless 
palatal stop phoneme—it fully corresponds to the identical phoneme in Standard 
Czech pronunciation. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jlj comes fifteenth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 194 
occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 4.2% of 
the stop phonemes, 2.4% of the consonantal phonemes and 1.3% of all phonemes 
counted. Compared to both previous stages, the distribution of jlj is decreasing, cf. 
its fourth, fifth and fifteenth place in the frequency orders of the first, second and 
third stage respectively. In view of what has been said on the frequent occurrence 
of jlj in the function of a substitutive sound in the first-fifty- and first-one-hundred-
word period, decreasing figures were expected with the stabilization of the conso
nantal phonemes which were replaced before, al l the more so that in the common 
word-stock of Czech jlj is poorly distributed with the exception of onomatopoeia. 1 0 3 

As the child at this stage of speech development has mastered the majority of 
consonants, the distribution of jlj relates to its proper place, cf. [tali:nek] tatinek, 
[nexli:cek] nehticek, [losvi:lit] rozsvitit, [gale] gate. The older, incorrect pronunciation 
is, nevertheless, preserved in one of the realizations of the interjection bde, cf. [ba:l] 
[ba:s], [ba:c]. Under emphasis, the fluctuation between jtj and jlj was observed, cf. 
[pofo:kal] pofoukat. 

As for the place of occurrence, jlj is not limited and was recorded word-initially, 
word-medially and word-finally. Of the three positions, the medial is the most 
frequent, the initial follows and then the final. In combination, jlj appears in a voice-

1 0 3 Cf. its 18th and 19th place in the frequency orders of Mazlova and Kucera. As for the 
onomatopoeic words, cf. J . Vachek's observations: jlj has the second highest frequency in the 
onset of onomatopoeia. 
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less environment or in the neighbourhood of the voiced-unpaired consonants. With 
regard to vocalic phonemes, jlj may combine with all of them, the combinations with 
the front vowels being, however, far more frequent.1 0 4 

Figure 179 shows the proportion of the initial, medial and final jlj in the realizations 
of the first five hundred words. 

Positional Distribution 
The Plosive jlj 

initial 

Positional Distribution 
The Plosive jlj 

initial 

medial 

final 

medial 

Figure 179 Figure 180 

The Plosive /<*/ 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the voiceless jlj, ist voiced counterpart jdj became firmly established with the 
perfect mastering of the correct degree of palatalization. No further deviations were 
noticed and the characteristics—a voiced palatal stop phoneme—is identical in the 
child's and in Standard Czech pronunciation. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jdj comes twenty-first in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 
84 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 1.8% 
of the stop phonemes, 1.0% of the consonantal phonemes and 0.6% of all phonemes 
counted. A low occurrence of jdj, observed also in the two previous stages, is in 
accordance w;th the slight functional burdening of this phoneme both in the child's 
speech and in the word-stock of Czech. Most of its occurrences are correct and the 

1 0 4 Cf. V. Mathesius, Zum Problem der Bdastung, p. 151, where the author argues that the 
combination of the palatal stops with the velar vowels encompasses a strong expressive element, 
which is absent in their combination with the front vowels. 
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50 words 
Voiceless versus Voiced 

100 words 500 words total numbers 

Figure 181 Figure 182 Figure 183 Figure 184 

instances containing jdj have their correlates in Standard pronunciation, cf. [dile] 
dite, [deli] deti, [dela:tko] detdtko, [zahodit] zahodit, [vodicka] vodicka, [udela:me] 
tideldme. Assimilation of place accounts for two of the exceptional occurrences, cf. 
[sedfii^sedni and [swddHi] sundej. Its incorrect occurrence in the proper name Jiri, 
cf. [jidi:cek] represents the older developmental stage where jdj replaced the apical 
t r i l l \r\ before the fricative articulation was mastered. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, jdj occurs word-initially and word-
-medially. Due to the neutralization of the feature of voice word-finally, it does not 
appear in the final position. Contrary to the previous stage, where the initial jdj was 
more frequent, it is now the medial position in which the phoneme jdj is most 
frequently distributed. As regards the sound-environment, the following distributional 
restrictions are evident; being a voiced paired consonantal phoneme, the occurrence 
of \d\ is possible only in a voiced milieu. As regards its combinations with vowels, 
front vowels are preferred, as the above mentioned examples illustrate. One instance 
which contradicts this preference is due to haplology, cf. [uda:lo] instead of the correct 
[udelalo]™. 

Figure 180 shows the proportion of the initial and medial jdj in the realizations 
of the first five hundred words. 

A comparison of the frequencies of the voiced jdj with the voiceless /£/ reveals 
a similar picture to that of the alveolar pair. The voiceless palatal stop phoneme is 

1 0 5 On the question regarding the combination of the phoneme /d/ with the velar vowels in 
Czech cf. footnote 104. 
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distributed with much higher frequency in the first, second and third develop
mental stage. Its preponderance over the voiced counterpart is shown in the total 
numbers as well. Figures 181—184 indicate the ratios. 

Positional Distribution 
The Plosive jkj 

initial 

The Plosive jkj 

Phonetic Realization 

After a more complicated learning process as regards the velar point of articula
tion, the phonetic realization of jkj was firmly established at this stage of speech 
development. In its characteristics—a voiceless velar stop phoneme—jkj fully 
corresponds to the identical phoneme in Standard Czech pronunciation. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jkj comes first in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 1555 occur
rences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 33.6% of the stop 
phonemes, 18.9% of the consonantal phonemes and 19.7% 
of all phonemes counted. Compared to previous stages, 
the steady growth of the occurrences of jkj is shown both 
in the figures of percentages (cf. 15.2%—20.3%—33.6%) 
and in the change in the frequency scale (cf. its third, 
first and first place in the three developmental stages). 
To explain the high frequency of this phoneme, three 
main factors are to be taken into consideration: 

1. its leading position in interjections, 
2. its existence in the diminutive suffix -6ek, -cka, -cko, 
3. its high functional load in the common Czech word-

-stock. 
The former two factors further account for the fact that jkj 
is more widely distributed in the child's speech as 
compared to the speech of adults (cf. the place of jkj as 
first in our data with the sixth place in the statistics 
reported by Mazlova and Kucera). 

The examples of the occurrences of jkj in its proper 
place follow; [kikiliki:] kykyryky, [kokokoda:k] kokokoddk, 
[kva:kva:] kvd kvd, [kafi:6ko] kaficko, [kvi:tecko] kvi-
tecko, [lohli:k] rohlik, [nakapa:me] nakapeme, [skopicini] 
skopiciny. Of the exceptional occurrences, the following 
are of interest: [kukinka] kuchyHka, [kuska] tuzka, [kap-
kicki] kapicky, [kapka:tko] kapdtko. Assimilation accom
panied by the child's attempt to show that he has 
mastered the realization of the velar stop jkj is perhaps the most plausible 
explanation. 1 0 6 Furthermore, the change tl > Id, frequent in Colloquial Czech and 
in dialects, appears in the child in one instance, viz. [kluce] tluce107. 

medial 

final 

Figure 185 

1 0 9 Cf. a similar example in Nadoleczny: "diden Ta Herr Dotta — Guken Gag Herr Goka". For 
particulars, see Ohnesorg, Ze srovndvaci fonetiky, p. 97. 

1 0 ' Many other examples appear, however, later on, cf. [pikli:6ek] pytlidek, [kleakat] tleskat, 
[klaii:] llaii.—This phenomenon is not typical of Czech only, cf. the identical change in vulgar 
Latin vetlum > veclum. 
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As for the place of occurrence, the phoneme jkj is not limited, and occurs in the 
word-initial, word-medial and word-final position. Of the three, the medial accounts 
for more than half of the total occurrences while the initial and the final are almost 
balanced. As far as the sound environment is concerned, jkj is found in combination 
with all vocalic phonemes. Wi th consonants, it is restricted to the voiceless environ
ment. Its neighbourhood to the sonants and to jvj is, however, admissible. 

Figure 185 shows the proportion of the initial, medial and final Jkj in the realiza
tions of the first five hundred words. 

The Plosive jgj 

Phonetic Realization 

Though the boy had very few models for imitation as far as this voiced velar 
consonant is concerned, he mastered well its phonetic realization and, compared to 
Standard Czech pronunciation, no deviations were noticed either in production or 
in auditory impression. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jgj comes twenty-fourth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 
30 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 0.6% 
of the stop phonemes, 0.4% of the consonantal phonemes and 0.2% of all phonemes 
counted. The low frequency of jgj was expected in view of the fact that it does not 
appear either in the nursery words or in interjections and its functional load in the 
common Czech word-stock is the lowest of all consonantal phonemes. Furthermore, 
the special status of jgj should be mentioned here; in the loan-words, jgj has a phone
mic status and combines freely with all vocalic phonemes. In consonantal inviron-
ment the velar stops jkj and jgj occur in the same distributional relationship as other 
voiceless and voiced consonants, i.e. in complementary distribution in the positions 
where the voiced versus voiceless feature is predictable. In non-loans, on the other 
hand, [g] occurs only as a voiced allophone of the phoneme jkj, due to the operation 
of the voice assimilation, cf. [gdo] kdo, [Hegde] nekde, [gdepak] kdepak. Regardless 
of the low figures which characterize this voiced velar stop in the realizations of the 
first five hundred words, it is evident that the two functions of this consonant, name
ly the function of an autonomous phoneme and the function of a positional variant 
exist in the child as well. The following are examples containing the phoneme jgj; 
[gafovat, glafovat, glafova:m, fotoglqfovat] fotografovat; [do gala:ze, v gala:zi, galaJ, 
gala'Jka] garni; [gajeti, galeti, sigaleti, cigaletki, cigaleti] cigarety; [tigl, tigziik, tig-
zi:cek] tygr; [gale, galecki, na gale, gali] gate; [gamafo:n] [gagafo:n], [glamofo:n] 
gramqfon. The derived forms show that the boy treated the loan-words in the 
same way as the home-words as far as the suffixes are concerned. In the vocalic 
environment, the fluctuation gjk appeared and the two forms existed parallel to each 
other, cf. [kafovat]—gafovat] fotografovat, [kala:ze]—[gala:ze] garage, [kale]—[gale] 
gate. Of them, only the last doublet might be ascribed to imitation of the Colloquial 
Czech pronunciation. 1 0 8 

1 0 8 Data illustrating free fluctuation of gjk are not exceptional in vulgar or colloquial pronun
ciation, cf. [cika:n — ciga:ri] \kau6 — gav£\, [dekret — degret], [demokracije — demogracije]. For 
a detailed description of this phenomenon, see H. Kucera, Phonology, p. 37. 
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As an allophone of the phoneme jkj, [g] appeared Positional Distribution 
in the following non-loans; [gdo] kdo, [gdopak] kdopak, 
[gde] kde, [gdepak] kdepak. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the velar stop jgj 
both in the function of an autonomous phoneme and in 
the function of an allophone is restricted to the two 
positions, viz. initial and medial. The former of the two 
is more often found. As regards the sound environment, 
jgj combines freely with the vowels; with consonants, 
however, its occurrence is possible only in the voiced 
sequences. 

Figure 186 gives the proportion of jgj in the initial and 
medial positions. 

In spite of the special status of jgj, a comparison of its 
number of occurrences with that of jkj was made, and the 
ratios are indicated in Figures 187—190. After what has 
been said about jgj, the striking preponderance of jkj 
needs no further comment. 

The Plosive jgj 

initial 

medial 

Figure 186 

Consonant Phonemes 

50 words 
i.o / 0 

Figure 187 

Voiceless versus Voiced 
100 words 500 words total numbers 

1.9 % — p • 1.8 % 

Figure 188 Figure 189 Figure 190 
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T H E N A S A L CONSONANTS 

The Nasal jmj 

Positional Distribution 
The Nasal jmj 

initial 

Phonetic Realization 

The nasal bilabial phoneme jmj has a stable phonetic realization in all distinctive 
features with no deviations from the identical phoneme in Standard Czech 
pronunciation. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jmj comes fifth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 493 occur
rences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 10.6% of the stop 
phonemes, 6.0% of the consonantal phonemes and 4.3% of all phonemes counted. The 
comparatively high frequency of this bilabial nasal phoneme was reported in both 
previous stages. Compared to them, the figures characterizing its occurrence has 
increased, as the change in the frequency order also illustrates (cf. the sixth place in 
the first and second developmental stage with the fifth in the present stage). Besides 
its frequent occurrence in nursery words and interjections, the phoneme jmj appears 

with high frequency in the words which enter newly 
into the child's vocabulary, supporting thus the 
findings of V . Mazlova and H . Kucera, who corre
spondingly attributed to jmj the seventh highest place 
in the frequency scale of consonants. 

The phoneme jmj appears mostly in its proper occur
rences, as the following examples illustrate; [me:me] 
meme, [ma:ma] mama, [muk] muk, [mala:] maid, [sama] 
sama, [muxomudka] muchomurka, [placujeme] pracuje-
me, [bum] bum, [ham] ham, [haca:m] hacdm. Various 
phonetic changes, such as sound assimilation, assimila
tion of place, dissimilation, metathesis and the rise of 
svarabhakti consonants account for the few incorrect 
occurrences of this bilabial nasal phoneme, cf. [mo-
monos] dobrou noc, [hamba] hanba, [sedmeme] sedne-
me, [zambant] bazant. In characterizing the vocalic 
phoneme ja:j, we have mentioned the child's predilec
tion for the ending [-a:m], which by analogy to the 
productive verbs of the type "deldm" he used in the 
majority of verbs, cf. [pada:m] paddm, [nedela:m] ne-
delam, [pocka:m] pockdm—[pi:sa:m] pisi, [pixova:m] 
vpichuji, [paka:m] pldci. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, the 
phoneme jmj is not limited and occurs word-initially, 
word-medially and word-finally. Of the three positions 

the highest figures appear for the medial which accounts for almost a half of the total 
occurrences. The initial and final positions are more of less balanced, as Figure 191 
illustrates. The frequent distribution of jmj in the final position was reported in both 
previous stages and is typical even in this third. When comparing other consonanta\ 
phonemes in this position we get the following order of frequency; jmj 23.1%—/fc/ 
23.0%—jtj 20.4%—jjj 19.5%. Of the remainder of the consonantal phonemes only /// 

medial 

final 

Figure 191 
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has a fair distribution, i.e. 13.1%, while the occurrences of the others are extremely 
low. No distributional restriction affects jmj as regards the sound environment. 
Being a voiced sonant, i t freely combines with al l vowels and all consonants, voiced 
and voiceless, as wil l be shown in the chapter on Consonantal Clusters. 

Positional Distribution 
The Nasal jnj 

initial 

The Nasal jnj 

Phonetic Realization 

As with the phonetic realization of the alveolar oral stop phonemes, to too the pho
netic realization of this alveolar nasal stop phoneme is well established in this de
velopmental stage and no deviations as regards its distinctive features were recorded 
in the child as compared to Standard pronunciation. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jnj comes sixth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 492 occur
rences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 10.6% of the stop 
phonemes, 6.0% of the consonantal phonemes and 3.4% of all phonemes counted. 
Compared to the previous stage, the phoneme jnj shows a steady progress in being 
distributed in the child's idiolect (cf. its 11th place in the 
frequency scale of consonants in the first-one-hundred-
-word period with its 6th place in the first-five-hundred-
-word period). The high functional load of jnj in Czech and 
the gradual enriching of the child's vocabulary by new 
expressions belonging to the common Czech word-stock is 
the plausible explanation for the increase in the numerical 
data. 

Most of the occurrences of the phoneme jnj are proper. 
A few examples follow for illustration; [nasipeme] nasy-
peme, [noc%i:cek] nocniSek, [hodnej] hodny, [spadne] 
spadne, [velikana:nskej] velikdnsky, [konvicka] konvicka, 
[bazant] baiant, [blinda:k] brynddk. On the ground of 
analogy we account for its occurrence in expressing the 
verbal aspect in the forms such as [vikoupnu] vykoupdm, 
[da:vnu] dam, [zapi:snu] zapisi, [zva:znu] zvdzim. 

As for the place of occurrence, the phoneme jnj is not 
limited and occurs in the initial, medial and final posi
tions. Of these the medial is by far the most frequent 
and the final by far the least frequent. Indicated in 
Figure 192 are the proportions of the three occurrences. 
As with the bilabial jmj, so too the alveolar nasal jnj is not 
restricted in relation to sound sequences. Being a sonant, 
its combination is possible with all vowels and all con
sonants regardless of the feature of voice. 

We have mentioned in characterizing the phoneme jnj in the first-one-hundred-
-word period that simultaneously with the stabilization of the velar stop phonemes 
jkj and jgj, the velar allophone of jnj enters the consonantal repertory. While the 
vocabulary of one hundred words contained very few consonantal clusters, so too 
the occurrence of [»3] was exceptional. In the vocabulary of five hundred words, on 

medial 

final 

Figure 192 
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the other hand, the child realizes most of the clusters and concomitantly, the velar 
allophone of /w/ appears with considerable frequency. Its has 94 occurrences in our 
data. Of these, 81 were observed in the two-member consonantal cluster word-
-medially, 3 in the three-member consonantal cluster word-medially and 8 in the 
two-member consonantal cluster word-finally. 

The Plosive /* / 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the oral palatal phoneme //J/, the nasal palatal phoneme jfij became firmly 
established with the refinement of the proper degree of palatalization. No deviations 
compared to phonetic realization of the identical phoneme in Standard Czech were 
noticed in the child's pronunciation at this stage of speech development. 

Distribution 

The phoneme comes twentieth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 91 oc
currences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 2.0% of the 
stop phonemes, 1.1 % of the consonantal phonemes and 0.6 % of all phonemes counted. 
The low frequency of the phoneme /#/ was reported in both previous stages and 
explained on the ground of its non-existence in the nursery forms and extremely low 
functional load in interjections (the sole example mn'au was recorded). In view of the 
fact that jUj has a comparatively high distribution in Czech, as its twelfth place in the 
frequency order of Mazlova and Kucera indicates, increasing figures would be ex
pected with the growth of vocabulary in the Czech-speaking child. Our numerical data, 
however, show the opposite process, cf. the 14th, 17th and 20th place in the first, 
second and third developmental stage. This fact, perhaps, requires comment. The 
disadvantage of most of the statistics is that they do not regard the character of the 
words in which the observed phoneme occurs. Such a viewpoint might explain how 
one and the same phoneme appears with different frequency in various materials, 
e.g. in child's speech and in the speech of adults. And yet, a brief look into a Czech 
dictionary shows that the phoneme [Hf appears mostly in the pronouns and adverbs 
(cf. nic, nikdo, nekdo, neco, nejaky, nekolik, nektery, nekdy, nekde, nikdy, nikudy), in 
other words, in such categories which are ignored by the child as he prefers substan
tives and verbs, in which, on the other hand, /•dj is distributed far less frequently, with 
the exception of termina technica (cf. Nemec, nicit, nicema, nicota, nimra, nit, ni-
tro, niva, nizina, zbrafi, dlan, laft) which are naturally absent from the child's 
vocabulary. This is perhaps one of the possible explanations for a striking discrep
ancy in the two frequency counts in the period where the majority of phonemes 
approximate to the figures which characterize their distribution in Czech. 

The following are a few examples which illustrate the occurrence of /#/ in the child's 
idiolect; [nic] nic, [nefii] neni, \mMau\ m/hau, [f$ixni]vsichni, [cei/fie] tfesne, [tabefiica] 
stavebnice, [ukousni] ukousni, [lozepni] rozepniK [sed'hi] sedni. Assimilation of place 
accounts for its appearance in the instance [bufidicka] cf. the standard form bundicka. 
On the ground of analogy, however, we explain the appearance of /#/ in the imperative 
form of verbs [splavHi] sprav!, [ka:Jetii] vyskoc! 

Contrary to Standard Czech, a syllabic allophone of the phoneme /#/ appears in the 
child's idiolect. Though it exists in a sole example [aM it has become stabilized as 
a firm component of the child's phonemic inventory and was employed as one of the 
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Positional Distribution 
The Nasal /«/ 

initial 

medial 

means for expressing negation. 1 0 9 As negation is one of the elements which have 
a large amount of emotional connotation in the child, he is looking for new and ever 
more expressive means, cf. ani h, ani nicko, ani krok, ani malininecko, ani kapinku, 
ani kapinecko. We shall deal in detail with this phenom
enon in the chapter on Survey of the Speech Develop
ment in the Child. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, the 
phoneme /#/ is not limited, though the distribution 
in the initial, medial and final positions varies consider
ably. While the medial position occupies 85.7% of the 
total occurrences of jnj, the initial is represented by a 
sole occurrence. In sound environment, /^ / is not re
stricted and combines freely with all vocalic phonemes 
(its combination with the front vowels being, however, 
more frequent). Like the other nasal phonemes, \-h\ 
combines with all consonants regardless of the feature 
of voice. 

Figure 193 shows the proportion of the three positions 
of /#/ in the realizations of the first five hundred words. 

S u m m a r y 

As in both previous stages, so too in this third one, 
after characterizing each of the stop phonemes, oral 
and nasal, the summary follows; l . l % - final 

In accordance with Standard Czech, there are four 
pairs of oral stop phonemes, \p\—\b\, \t\—\d\, \l\—\d\, 
jkj—Igj, and three nasal phonemes jmj, /«/, /#/ in the 
child's consonantal system. A l l of them exhibit phonological characteristics identical 
with those of Standard Czech. In contradistinction to the first-one-hundred-word pe
riod, the voiced velar stop \g\ became phonologized due to the existence of loan-
-words in the child's vocabulary. Furthermore, both the alveolar and velar allophones 
of the phoneme jnj have their firm place in the system of nasals. 

The comparison of the functional load of the stop phonemes in the child witli 
that of Standard Czech shows that in spite of the differing analysis and special con
tents of the child's vocabulary the numerical data come to exhibit a more or less 
close relation in most of the cases. A discrepancy is found only in the phonemes \p\, 
\l\ and j'hl. While the bilabial phoneme \p\ is used with much higher frequency by the 
child, the phonemes \t\ and /#/ are less frequent here compared to the Czech word 
stock. 

Coming back to articulator}' features, the stop articulation has been firmly 
established and so has the feature of nasality. In the consonants which represent 
the two distinctive features, the orals are used much more frequent than are the 
nasal. Their proportion is given in Figure 195. 

Figure 193 

1 0 9 Cf. the observations of V. Mathesius, who in his Srovruivaci fonologie, op. tit. p. 51, shows 
that onomatopoeia and words with emotional connotation employ different sounds compared to 
other word categories. As an example he offers the existence of the bilabial [R] or syllabic [s\, 
otherwise unknown to Standard pronunciation. 
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Tbe Plosive Consonants 

Initial Medial Final 
Total numbers 

J fltops | consonants phoneme.B 

V 285 51.6 % 247 44.8 % 20 3.6 % 552 11.9% 6.9 % 3.8 % 
b 186 43.5 % 242 56.5 % — 428 9.2 % 5.2 % 2.9 % 
t 124 27.1 % 240 52.5 % 93 20.4 % 457 9.9 % 5.5 % 3.2 % 
d 113 43.8 % 145 56.2 % — — 258 5.6 % 3.1 % 1.8 % 
I 42 21.7 % 138 « . l % 14 7.2 % 194 4.2 % 2.4 % 1-3 % 
d 28 33.3 % 56 66.7 % — 84 1.8 % 1.0% 0.6% 
k 307 19.8 % 890 57.2 % 358 23.0 % 1 555 33.6 % 18.9 % 10.7 % 
9 20 66.7 % 10 33.3 % — — 30 0.6 % 0.4 % 0.2 % 
m 137 27.8 % 242 49.1 % 114 23.1 % 493 10.6 % 6.0 % 3.4 % 
n 128 26.0 % 326 66.3 % 38 7.7 % 492 10.6 % 6.0 % 3-4 % 
a 12 13.2 % 78 85.7 % 1 1-1 % 91 2.0 % 1-1 % 0.6 % 

Total 1 382 29.8 % 2 614 56.4 % 638 13.8 % 4 634 100.0 % 56.3 % 31.8 % 

Figure 194 

Similarly, the feature of frontness versus backness is fairly stable. The preponder
ance of the front consonants over the back ones, reported in both previous stages, 
shows now only in the stop phonemes with the nasals included while the ratio between 
front and back oral stops is almost balanced, with slight predominance of the back 
ones. Figures 196 and 197 indicate the proportions of the front and back stop pho
nemes without and with nasals. — To carry the analysis of the features based on the 

Stop Phonemes 
Oral versus Nasal 

Stop Phonemes 
Front versus Back 

Stop Phonemes 
(including nasals) 

Front versus Back 

nasal 

oral 

47.6 % front 

52.4 % back 

44.0 % 

56.0 % 

back 

front 

Figure 195 Figure 196 Figure 197 
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Stop Phonemes 
Points of Articulation 

7.8 % 

20.1 % 

27.5 % 

44.6 % 

palatal 

alveolar 

bilabial 

velar 

Figure 198 

Stop Phonemes 
(including nasals) 

Points of Articulation 

7.9 % 

24.2 % 

31.8 % 

36.1 % 

palatal 

alveolar 

bilabial 

velar 

Figure 199 

Stop Phonemes 
Voiceless versus Voiced 

Stop Phonemes 
(including nasals) 

Voiceless versus Voiced 

voiced 

voiceless 

voiced 

voiceless 

Figure 200 Figure 201 
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points of articulation further, the child has mastered well al l four distinctions which are 
functionally relevant in Czech, viz. labiality, alveolarity, palatality and velarity. In 
regard to frequency of the consonants representing the said features, the stop pho
nemes produced in the velar area are the most frequent. The labial and alveolar 
follow. The palatal stops, on the other hand, are used least frequently. The same 
order is preserved when the nasals are added, with one difference; the proportions 
with nasals exhibit a more balanced picture in all points but the palatal, whose per
centage remains almost identical. Figures 198 and 199 give the extent of the said 
proportions. 

As with the other distinctions in stop phonemes, so too the feature of voicing is 
well established and the contrast voiceless versus voiced is preserved in all instances. 
The voiceless members, however, are still more frequent as compared to the voiced; 
the preponderance of the former group shows even when the voiced nasals are in
cluded in the latter one. The proportions are given in Figures 200 and 201. 

A l l additional sound differences, reported in the earlier developmental stages, have 
disappeared, and no new ones appeared at this stage of speech development. 

T H E F R I C A T I V K CONSONANTS 

The Fricative / / / 

Phonetic Realization 

With the refinement of the feature of fricativity and labio-dentality the phonetic 
realization of this voiceless labio-dental fricative phoneme has becomewell established. 
No deviations either in production or in auditory impression were noticed in the 
child's pronunciation. The bilabial allophone of /// which betrayed instability of the 
correct point of articulation in the first-one-hundred-word period does not occur 
in this developmental stage. 

Distribution 

The phoneme /// ranks as seventeenth in the frequency scale of consonants. 
Its 130 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 4.5% 
of the fricative phonemes, 1.6% of the consonantal phonemes and 0.9% of all pho
nemes counted. The low figures in our frequency counts are in agreement with low 
distribution of /// in Czech, cf. the 23rd place of this phoneme in the frequency scale 
of consonants in Mazlova and Kucera 1 1 0 . Two factors account for more favourable 
ranking in our frequency scale as compared to those of Mazlova and Kucera. First, 
the phoneme /// is widely distributed in interjections, above all in those of onoma
topoeic character and in the expressions derived from them, e.g. haf, baf, bafat, 
fiki, ufiknout, fouknu etc. Secondly, /// appears in the place of other consonantal 
phonemes. Thus, due to the analogy with the productive ending, /// appears in the 
imperative form of the majority of verbs, cf. [plaf] plavej, [skof] schovej, [spif] zpivej 
[fstaf] vstdvej, [fologlaf] fotografuj etc. Similarly, the analogous formation accounts 
for the incorrect plural and diminutives containing /// cf. [pa:f]—[pa:fi]—[pa.fe-
cek] pdv, pdvi, pdvecek, [mlkef]—[mlkeficka] mrkev, mrkvicka, [lef]—[lefi] lev, Ivi. 

1 1 0 The minimal functional load of this labiodental fricitive phonems is due to its peripheral 
character as shown in the study of J . Vachek, On Peripheral Phonemes, p. 8; cf. also M. Rom port!. 
K 6eskemu souhldskovemu systemu, pp. 265 — 277. 
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The operation of assimilation, either that of voice or sound distant assimilation, on 
the other hand, are shown in the following instances; [sfeti:lek] svetyrek, [kfi'.tecko] 
kvitecko, [tfalof] tvaroh, [sfetidko] svetylko, [sfi:H:] sviti111; [fefefori] telefon, [fifafa] 
zirafa, [fefefec] jezevec, [fofa] sova, [kafe:, kafixko, kafefixko] kafe, kaficko. Finally, 
rare but not exceptional are such examples which represent the fluctuation of fjv; 
[fen]—[ww],[sq/o]—[soro], [jtzefcc]—[jezevec]. 

The proper occurrences of /// are—in accordance with Czech—those appearing in 
loan-words 1 1 2, e.g. various forms of gramofon, cf. [mofo:n, mqfo:nek, kokqfoin, ga-
mafo:n, gagafo.n, glamofo.n] or telefon, telefonovat, cf. 
[fefefon, telefom, fonovat, fonova:m, telefonat, telefofdt, 
telefonovat] or fialovy, cf. [fijalovi:, filajovi, filajkovi:, 
fijalkovi:] or fotografovat, cf. [kafovat, gafovat, glafovaim, 
fotoglafovat, fotoglaf] or zirafa, cf. [fifafa, iilafa, zilafa:k]. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the phoneme /// is 
not limited and occurs word-initially, word-medially and 
word-finally. Of the three positions, the medial makes 
up for 50% of the total occurrences of ///. The initial 
position comes as second in order of frequency while the 
final is the least frequent. The proportions are shown in 
Figure 202. As relates to sound environment, /// is not 
restricted with regard to vocalic phonemes. In a con
sonantal milieu, however, /// combines—as a voiceless 
consonantal phoneme—only with the voiceless con
sonants and with the sonants. 

Positional Distribution 
The Fricative /// 

initial 

The Fricative \v\ 

Phonetic Realization 

medial 

final 

Like the voiceless ///, its voiced counterpart jvl 
diplayed a rather complicated learning process1 1 3. In the Figure 202 
course of the three developmental stages, however, the 
child finally mastered both the feature of fricativity (the former instability of which 
was shown in the fluctuation between bjv, cf. [boda]—[voda]) and the feature of la-
bio-dentality (in contradistinction to the earlier stages where \v\ was replaced by 
the bilabial [w]). Similarly, the distinction of voice might be considered an already 
mastered feature, though fluctuation between /// and jvj occurs still. 

Distribution 
The phoneme \v\ ranks as the tenth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 

342 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 11.7% 
of the fricative phonemes, 4.1% of the consonantal phonemes and 2.7% of all pho
nemes counted. In spite of the fact that the frequency count which characterizes \v\ 
shows an increasing tendency (cf. its zero occurrence in the first-fifty-word period 

1 1 1 Similar examples might be found in some Moravian dialects mostly Hanak and Valach. 
The child, however, did not meet any speaker of such a dialect. 

1 1 2 On this question, cf. J . Vachek, Fonologie lexika, p. 400. 
1 1 8 On the question of the phonetic realization of the labio-dental fricatives in child speech cf. 

Ohnesorg, HUsky F, V, p. 15-20. 
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Positional Distribution 
The Fricative jvj 

initial 

medial 

with the three occurrences in the first-one-hundred-word period and with 342 occur
rences in the first-five-hundred-word period), its functional load in the child's vocab
ulary is not as high as would be expected in view of its fifth highest place in the 

frequency orders of Mazlova and Ku6era. Its non-exist
ence in nursery forms and the negligible number of 
occurrences in the interjections which still form a 
considerable part of the child's vocabulary, explain 
this discrepancy. 

Most of the occurrences of jvj in the child's idiolect 
are correct, cf. [medvi:dek] medvidek, [vajixko] vajicko, 
[vevelka] veverka, [dvolecek] dvoredek, [hotovo] hotovo, 
[Ivi] Ivi etc. Of the exceptional occurrences the usage 
of this phoneme as a hiatic or prothetic consonant 
might be attributed to the influence of Colloquial 
Czech, cf. [vobla:zek], [voleji:cek], [vosli:cek], voloupa.m] 
with the colloquial forms [vobrdzek], [voleji:cek], [vos-
lixek], [voloupa:m]. Moreover, the child employs this 
phoneme in order to avoid the hiatus between the 
prefix 4- stem—a phenomenon alien to both Standard 
and Colloquial Czech, cf. [nevuduzi:m] neudrzim, [ne-
vuhodi:m] neuhodim. Analogy accounts for further 
exceptional occurrences of jvj in the verbal forms such 
as [fonova:m] telefonuji, [puciva:m] pujcuji, [volizu-
va:m] olizuji, [pusliva:me] poustime etc. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the phoneme jvj 
appears in the medial and final positions, in this order 
of frequency. Due to the neutralization of the feature of 

voice word-finally, no occurrence of jvj is possible in this position. In regard to sound 
environment, however, jvj is not restricted and combines freely with all vocalic and 
all consonantal phonemes. Its neighbourhood to the voiceless consonants is possible 
because this phoneme, in distinction to all other voiced paired phonemes, does not 
have the capability of an active regressive assimilation. 

Figure 203 indicates the proportion of jvj in the initial and medial position. 
As with the stop phonemes, so too with the fricative phonemes, attention will be 

confined to the question of which of the paired members is more frequent in the child's 
vocabulary. 

Although, according to some indications, jvj distributionally is not exactly a voiced 
counterpart of / / / 1 U (///, as a peripheral phoneme, appears only in loan-words and 
interjections of onomatopoeic origin or in words derived from such interjections), 
we, in agreement with M . Romport l 1 1 5 , attribute the phonemic status to both labio
dental fricatives in the child's phonemic inventory, as both of them fulfil the demands 
for defining phonemes and are capable of differentiating the meanings of words 1 1 6. 

Figures 204—207 show the difference in the distribution of the labio-dental pair 
in the three developmental stages and in total numbers. As indicated, the first devel-

Figure 203 

1 1 4 Cf. B. Trnka, 0 fonologicktfch cizostech, p. 23. 
1 1 5 Cf. M. Romportl, Souhldskovy system, p. 275. 
1 1 8 This holds good, regardless of which of the valid criterion for denning the phonemes is 

applied, cf. e.g. Trubetzkoy, Grudziige der Phonologic, B. Trnka, Uriovini fonemu or J . Vaehek, 
Phonemes and Phonological Units. 
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opmental stage has only the voiceless member, in the second the voiceless highly 
predominates over the voiced. In the third stage, however, the opposite relation 
appears and the preponderance of the voiced member is shown even in the total 
numbers. The peripheral character of the voiceless /// and the high distribution of the 
voiced \vj in the common Czech word-stock accounts for this discrepancy. 

50 words 

Consonant Phonemes 

Voiceless versus Voiced 
100 words 500 words total numbers 

IV 
100.0 % 

Figure 204 

M 
25.0 % 

IV 
75.0 % 

Figure 205 

M 
72.5 % 

IV 
27.5 % 

Figure 206 

M 
70.9 % 

IV 
29.1 % 

Figure 207 

The Fricative jsj 

Phonetic Realization 

Regardless of the difficult articulation this hissing voiceless sibilant has become 
stabilized in the course of the three developmental stages, and most of its realizations 
correspond to the identical phoneme in Standard Czech in all distinctions. The few 
non-Standard allophones are the result of the operation of palatalization and might 
be—in all probability—explained as stylistic variants in emotional speech. 

Distribution 

The phoneme /«/ ranks as ninth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 366 occur
rences in the realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 12.7% of the fric
ative phonemes, 4.6% of the consonantal phonemes and 2.5% of all phonemes counted. 
Compared to the previous stages, the steady progress in distribution of this pho
neme is evident (cf. its sole occurrence in the first fifty words with 19 occurrences 
in the first one hundred words and with 366 occurrences in the first five hundred 
words). Compared to the wide distribution of this phoneme in Czech, however, its 
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Positional Distribution 
The Fricative jsj 

initial 

ninth place in our frequency scale hardly corresponds to the first and second place 
in the frequency scales of Mazlova, and Kucera. To explain the discrepancy we can but 
repeat what has been already said in other places; such phonemes which, because of 
their difficult phonetic realization, do not appear in the child's fundamental stock 
of words, are less frequent even in that period when the child has mastered their 
phonetic realization, as he still prefers those expressions which he had in his earliest 
developmental stages. 

In our data, most of the observed occurrences of jsj are correct, cf. [sama] sama, 
[maso] maso, [plasa:tko] prasdtko, [husa] husa, [pejsek] pejsek, [plsli:cki] prsticky. 
[stlomecek] stromecek, [svjetidko] svetylko, [splavi:me] spravime.-- In some instances, 

jsj functions as a substitutive sound for the affricate 
jcj, cf. [nos] noc, [ba:s] bdc, [opice] opice, [pa:sasku] 
pldcacku111. This phenomenon, noticed already in the 
previous stage, appears in most children and supplies 
further evidence for Jakobson's theory on speech 
development that the affricate is replaced by the stop 
jtj in the earliest stage. As soon as the child masters 
the fricative articulation, he employs jsj as its sub
stitute 1 1 8. Of the exceptional occurrences of jsj, its 
appearance in the item [busta, buslicka] should be 
mentioned. The phoneme jsj replaces here the proper 
jxj cf. the correct forms [buxta, buxlicka]—another 
phenomenon, not infrequent in Czech children 1 1 9. 
Under emphasis, jsj appeared in the place of jzj, cf. 
[saxol] zahod. This form occurred in overloud emphatic 
pronunciation and the desonorization affected both 
the voiced consonants in the word 1 2 0 , while in ex
pressively neutral utterances the correct forms [zaAo;] 
[zahodiime] were used. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the phoneme jsj 
is not limited and occurs word-initially, word-medially 
and word-finally. Of the three positions, the medial is 
the most frequent; next in frequency is the initial while 
the final position shows the lowest occurrence. The pro
portion is given in Figure 208. In relation to sound en

vironment, jsj is restricted with regard to consonantal sequence. As a voiceless paired 
consonant, jsj is used in complementary distribution with its voiced counterpart jzj 
and no occurrence is possible in the neighbourhood of the paired voiced consonants. 
This restriction, however, does not concern the phoneme jvj and the sonants. As for 
vocalic phonemes, jsj combines freely with any of them. 

medial 

final 

Figure 208 

1 1 7 Similar examples may be found in Ohnesorg, Fowl, sludie 11. p. 36. 
1 1 9 Cf. R. Jakobson, Kindersprache, p. 364. 
1 1 9 Cf. Ohnesorg, Fonet. studie II, p. 32-33. 
1 2 0 This is in accordance with the emphatic speech in adults. Under emphasis, they too replace 

the correct voiced consonant by its voiceless counterpart. 
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The Fricative /*/ 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the voiceless jsj, its voiced counterpart \z\ became established in its character
istics as a voiced hissing sibilant phoneme produced in the prae-alveolar area. 
Except for minor deviations in point of articulation the phonetic realization of \z\ is 
stable and corresponds to that of the identical phoneme 
in Standard Czech pronunciation. Positional Distribution 

Distribution 

The phoneme \z\ ranks as nineteenth in the frequency 
scale of consonants. Its 103 occurrences in the realiza
tions of the first five hundred words amount to 3.5% of 
the fricative phonemes, 1.2% of the consonantal pho
nemes and 0.7% of all phonemes counted. When compar
ing with the previous stages, we find a similar picture 
as with the voiceless jsj. The number of occurrences of \z\ 
too, are gradually increasing (cf. its zero occurrence in the 
first fifty words, 2 occurrences in the first one hundred 
words and 103 occurrences in the first five hundred words). 
Nor do the highest figures in the last developmental stage 
approximate to those which characterize this phoneme 
in the Czech word-stock, in spite of the fact that \z\ has a 
comparatively low functional load here (cf. its 13th place 
in the frequency scales of Mazlova and Kucera) except 
in verbal prefixes za- or z- where, in indicating the change 
of verbal aspect, it appears somewhat more frequently 1 2 1. 
This is also the case where \z\ was observed most 
frequently in our corpus, cf. [zaspi.vej] zazpivej, [zahodil] 
zahodil, [zla:malo] zldmalo, [zvaiznu] zvdzim, [zhoupnu] 
zhoupdm etc. A few examples, illustrating jzj in other position, follow; [zoubek] 
zoubek, [koza] koza, [lezeme] lezeme, [pozol] pozor. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the phoneme jzj, being a voiced paired pho
neme, is restricted to initial and medial positions. The preponderance of the former 
position is not surprising after what has been said of the frequent distribution of jzj in 
prefixes. In relation to sound environment, no restriction concerns its combination 
with vocalic phonemes. In consonants, however, the combination with voiced pho
nemes is the only one possible. 

Figure 209 shows the proportionate occurrences of the two positions of jzj. 
The comparison between the numbers of occurrences of the voiced and voiceless 

member of this prae-alveolar pair jsj—jzj reveals a similar picture as was shown in 
the majority of the pairs viz. the high preponderance of the voiceless consonant over 
the voiced one. Figures 210—212 indicate the ratio of the two phonemes in the first, 
second and third developmental stage. The total numbers are charted in Figure 213. 

11 Cf. J . Vachek, Fonolvgie lexika, p. 400. 

The Fricative jzj 

initial 

medial 

Figure 209 
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Consonant Phonemes 

50 words 

N 
100.0 % 

Figure 210 

Voiceless versus Voiced 
100 words 500 words 

9.5 % 

1*1 
90.5 % 

Figure 211 

M 
22.0 % 

M 
78.0 % 

Figure 212 

total numbers 

Figure 213 

The Fricative jij 

Phonetic Realization 

Like the hissing sibilant jsj, the hushing sibilant jsj has become stabilized in the 
course of the three developmental stages, and most of its realizations in the last 
period correspond to that of the identical phoneme in Standard Czech pronunciation 
in all distinctive features. Contrary to the hissing sounds, no palatalized allophones 
appear with the hushing sounds. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jsj ranks as eleventh in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 
311 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 10.7% 
of the fricative phonemes, 3.8% of the consonantal phonemes and 2.1% of all pho
nemes counted. As with all fricative phonemes, so too with jsj the number of its 
occurrences increases from one stage to another (cf. 6 occurrences in the first fifty 
words, 52 occurrences in the first one hundred words and 311 occurrences in the first 
five hundred words). When compared with the frequency counts reported for Stan
dard Czech, the distribution of jij is wider in the child's vocabulary (cf. the 15th place 
in the frequency scale of Mazlova and Kucera with the 11th in our data). The ex
planation is easy; besides its proper occurrences, jsj acts as a substitute for those 
consonantal phonemes which are either unstable or missing as yet. Of the former, 
the instances where jsj replaces the affricate jcj are the most frequent, cf. [babiska] 
babicka, [kolesko] kolecko, [sa:p] cap, [hasa:] hacd. Illustrating the latter group are 
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Positional Distribution 
The Fricative /g/ 

17.1 % initial 

78.1 % medial 

those examples where jsj functions as a substitute for the 
apical t r i l l jfj, namely, its voiceless allophone, cf. [supat, 
ksupat] kfupat, [sici:m] kficim, [ksidv.lka] kfidelka, [psi-
klejva:me] pfikryvdme, [tsesne] tfesne, [des] dvefe122. 
Analogy, rather than any phonetic change, accounts for 
the occurrence of jsj in place of the voiced /§/ in the 
diminutive form [nu:Sejcek] nozicek, cf. [nu:s]—[nu:sej-
cek]. The correct forms, however, also existed in the 
child's vocabulary, cf. [nozi:k], [nozejcek]. 

The following are examples where jsj appears in the 
proper place; [pusi:] prsi, [pipuska] pipuska, [sa.tek] 
sdtek, [sveski] svestky, [piskotek] piskotek, [mis] mys, 
[nu:s] nuz. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the phoneme jsj is 
not limited and its appeararlce in the initial, medial 
and final positions were recorded. In distribution, /£/ is 
most frequent word-medially. The initial position follows 
in point of frequency. The lowest occurrence is reported 
for the final position, regardless of the fact that three 
phonemes are represented in the realization of jsj, viz. 
jsj, jzj and jfj, cf. [pis] pis, [nu:s] nuz, [posta:s] polstdf. 
The proportion of the three positions is indicated in 
Figure 214. 

As regards the sound environment, no distributional restriction concerns the 
combinations with vocalic phonemes. In consonants, jsj, like other voiceless paired 
phonemes, freely combines with voiceless consonants; as for the voiced, however, 
combination is possible only with jvj and with sonants. 

4.8% final 

Figure 214 

The Fricative jzj 

Phonetic Realization 

As with other sibilant phonemes, so too with jzj, the phonetic realization has be
come firmly established at this stage of speech development, and the characteristics 
of the phoneme jij in the child's pronunciation is identical with that of Standard 
Czech. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jzj ranks as eighteenth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 
126 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 4.3% 
of the fricative phonemes, 1.5% of the consonantal phonemes and 0.9% of all pho
nemes counted. The low distribution of this phoneme, noticed also in both previous 
stages, is in agreement with its low distribution in the Czech word-stock (cf. its 22nd 
place in the frequency scales of Mazlova and Kucera). The comparison of its ranking 
in the frequency scales of Mazlova and Kucera with that in our data speaks in favour 
of the latter, indicating thus that jzj is more frequent in the child's idiolect compared 

1 2 2 Similar observations may be found in any Czech-speaking child. The employment of the 
voiceless fricative jsj to replace the difficult jfj is identical with the usage of foreigners who do not 
have jfj in their phonemic systems. 
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Positional Distribution 

The Fricative jzj 

initial 

medial 

Figure 215 

to the speech of adults. This is, undoubtedly, due to the fact 
that the two phonemes are encompassed within the realiza
tion of jzj, viz. jzj and jfj while jfj is more frequent in Czech 
than is jzj (cf. the 19th and the 22nd place of the two pho
nemes as reported by Mazlova and Kucera). 

What follows wil l illustrate the proper occurrences of jzj, 
as well as those occurrences where jij functions as a sub
stitute for the voiced allophone of jfj; [za:ba] zdba, [zlicka] 
liicka, (dezet] drzet, [zi:zala] zizala, [bazanf] bazant etc; [jizi:] 
Jiri, [na dvoze] na dvofe, [zeben] hfeben, [zebi:k] hfebik, [pe-
zind] pehna, [zavzi.t] zavfit, [dzi:vi:] dfivi etc. Sound 
assimilation accounts for occurrence of jzj in the following 
items; [zezek] jezek, [zezecek]jezecek, [zezecijjezecci. 

As regards the place of occurrence, the phoneme jzj is 
restricted to the word-medial and word-final position, in the 
said order of frequency. The proportion of the two positions 
is shown in Figure 215. Because of the neutralization of 
the feature of voice word-finally, the occurrence of jzj is 
not possible in that position. The restriction concerns the 
sound environment too. Being used in complementary distri
bution with jsj, jzj combines only with voiced consonants, 
in which the sonants are the most frequent. In combining 

Consonant Phonemes 

50 words 

33.3 % 

Voiceless versus Voiced 

100 words 500 words total numbers 

/«/ 
73.2 % 

Figure 216 Figure 217 Figure 218 Figure 219 
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with vowels, however, jzj is not limited. The same holds good for jzj when in the 
function of the substitute for jrj. 

Like other consonantal pairs, the 'pair jhj—jzj will be dealt with in regard to their 
distribution in the three developmental stages. As the proportions in Figures 216—219 
indicate, the voiceless member is obviously preponderant in the first, second and 
third developmental stage and so too in the total numbers. 

The Fricative jjj 

Phonetic Realization 

The stability of the phonetic realization of the phoneme jjj has been reported in 
both previous stages. Its character as a palatal fricative consonantal phoneme, voiced 
but not opposed to any other phoneme solely by this feature, is fully identical with 
that of Standard Czech. 

Distribution 

Positional Distribution 
The Fricative jjj 

I 
29.0 % initial 

The phoneme jjj ranks as twelfth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 303 
occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 10.4% of 
the fricative phonemes, 3.7% of the consonant phonemes 
and 2.1% of all phonemes counted. Compared to 
previous stages, the frequency counts which represent 
the phoneme jjj are decreasing (cf. its 8th, 9th and 12th 
place in the frequency scale of the first, second and third 
stage respectively). In view of what has been said on the 
frequent occurrence of jjj in the function of a substitutive 
sound for jlj and jrj in the first fifty and first one hundred 
words, the decrease is not surprising in the vocabulary 
of five hundred words, where jjj has lost this substitutive 
function in most cases. The phoneme ///, being firmly 
established in this developmental stage, not only 
appears in all of its proper occurrences but has come to 
replace also the vibrant jrj, in other words, it takes over 
this substitutive function from jjj. The few examples 
where jjj is preserved represent the older developmental 
stages, while in those words which appear as new in the 
vocabulary, no occurrence of this phoneme was recorded. 
Furthermore, the nursery words and interjections, where 
jjj had a wide distribution, are in a minority now. Last 
but not least, the child, in speaking of himself, does not 
use his own name Jifi as often as before and similarly, 
the personal pronoun [ja:] is rare as the child had mas
tered the inflected forms of verbs. 1 2 3 In comparing the 
functional load of jjj in our data with that reported for Czech, the latter slightly 
prevails (cf. its 12th and 9th place in the two frequency scales of consonants). 

Most of the occurrences of jjj are correct, cf. [jabi:sko] jablicko, [ja.tla] jdtra, 

I 51.5 1 medial 

final 

Figure 220 

1 2 3 In Czech, as in most of the synthetic languages, the use of personal pronouns with inflected 
verbal forms is not necessary. 
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[uSijeme] ussijeme, [leje] leje, [dekuju] de~kuji, [caj] caj. The influence of Colloquial 
Czech, where the Standard -y- underwent the change into -ej-, is evident in the 
following examples; [napapanej] napapany, [celnej] cerny1, [dlouhej] dlouhy, [pSiklejt] 
pfikryt, [stlejda] stryc. Instances like [papaji:] (3rd person plural of the present) and 
[papali] (3rd person plural of the preterite) illustrate the phonologization of the two 
consonants jjj and jlj in this developmental stage; in both previous stages, on the 
other hand, the sole form [papaji] (the final vowel being either short or long) repre
sented both the tenses. The older developmental stage is reflected in the following 
examples; [jopata] lopata, [jodiska] lodicka, [beja:nek] berdnek, [pjasaUko] prasdtko. 
Distant dissimilation, on the other hand, accounts for the occurrence of jjj in the place 
of jnj in the item [baja:ri] bandn. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, the phoneme jjj is not limited and 
occurs word-medially, word-initially and word-finally, in the said order of frequency. 
The proportions are shown in Figure 220. Similarly, no restriction concerns the 
sound environment and jjj freely combines with all vocalic and all consonantal 
phonemes. 

The Fricative /*/ 

Phonetic Realization 

The phonetic realization of this voiceless velar fricative phoneme is stable and 
fully corresponds to that of the identical phoneme in Standard Czech. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jxj ranks as twenty-second in the frequency scale of consonants. 
Its 80 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 2.7% 

of the fricative phonemes, 0.9% of the consonantal 
phonemes and 0.5% of all phonemes counted. Its low 
functional load in the child's vocabulary, noticed in 
the two previous developmental stages, is evident in 
this third too, though besides its proper occurrences 
jxj is still found in fluctuation with jhj, cf. [xavicka] 
hlavicka, [koxoitek] kohoutek, [xolctSkd] holcicka, [douxej] 
dlouhy, [poxa:tkd] pohddka. It should be mentioned 
here, however, that all these forms have parallels, 
where the proper jhj occurs. A few examples illustrat
ing the proper occurrence of jxj follow; [zcwot] chovat, 
[xlebi:cek] chlebicek, [muxomudka] muchomurka, [pixa:] 
pichd, [nexiixek] nehticek, [f&ixfii] vsichni, [lixle] 
rychle, [tvalox] tvaroh. 

A comparison with the numerical data reported by 
Mazlova and Ku6era shows the wider distribution of jxj 
in Standard Czech (cf. its 17th place there with our 
22nd). The different grammatical structure of the child's 
vocabulary might help to explain this discrepancy. The 
child, as was shown in many comparative studies on 
speech development, uses neither the inflected cases nor 
the prepositional constructions in his first developmental 

Figure 221 stages, but is satisfied with simple nominative and accu-

Positional Distribution 
The Fricative jxj 

initial 

medial 

final 
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sative. As the phoneme jxj appears mostly in the endings of genitive and locative plural 
(of which but two instances were recorded in the child observed, viz. [ve voci:x] 
v ocich and [v hajana:x] v hajandch), its lower frequency under such circumstances is 
to be expected. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, the phoneme \x\ is not limited and 
occurs in the initial, medial and final position. Of these, the occurrences in the medial 
and initial position are almost balanced while \x\ in the final position is far less fre
quent. The proportions of its initial, medial and final occurrences are shown in 
Figure 221. 

As regards the sound environment, no restriction concerns the combination of jxj 
with vowels. Among consonants, jxj behaves like other voiceless paired consonantal 
phonemes and combines freely with voiceless consonants, with jvj and with sonants. 
Its voiced allophone [y] which is due in the voiced surroundings, has not yet appeared 
in the child's consonantal system 1 2 4. 

The Fricative jhj 

Phonetic Realization 

The establishment of jhj underwent a different process as compared with other 
fricative phonemes. Here is its rough outline: stable phonetic realization was reported 
in the first-fifty-word period. The phoneme was, however, restricted in a considerable 
way with regard to distribution and occurred only in interjections and nursery 
forms. In the first-one-hundred-word period, where fluctua
tion between voiced and voiceless fricatives was a typical Positional Distribution 
phenomenon, the voiced phoneme jhj was replaced by the 
voiceless jxj in all new expressions, while the old were 
preserved unchanged. In the period of the first five 
hundred words the phonetic realization of the voiced jhj 
became stabilized to such an extent that even in the new 
expressions the correct jhj prevails over the substitutive jxj. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jhj ranks as fourteenth in the fre-. 
quency scale of consonants. Its 220 occurrences in the 
realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 7.5% 
of the fricative phonemes, 2.7% of the consonantal pho
nemes and 1.5% of all phonemes counted. The gradual 
decrease in the frequency scale in the three develop
mental stages corresponds to the figure which character
izes its functional load in Czech (cf. its identical 14th place 
in our data, in Mazlova and in Kucera). 

Most of the occurrences of jhj are correct. The follow
ing are examples for illustration of this fact; [hucet] hu-
cet, [houpat] houpat, [hop] hop, [hotovo,] hotovo [hadt,] hadr, 

1 2 4 On this question cf. H. Kucera, Phonology, p. 35 where the author classifies this sound as the 
voiced allophone of jhj in regard to phonemics. 

The Fricative jhj 

initial 

medial 

Figure 222 
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Consonant Phonemes 

50 words 

Voiceless versus Voiced 
100 words 500 words 

N 
84.6 ° 

w 
15.4 % 

82.4 % 

17.6 % 

total numbers 

N 
73.3 % 

/x/ 
26.7 « 

Figure 223 

75.3 % 

Figure 224 Figure 225 

24.7 % 

Figure 226 

[kalhoti] kalhoty, [hlavicka] hlavicka, [lostlhat] roztrhat. [utthnout] utrhnout. The 
regressive sound assimilation accounts for its occurrence in the item [hohli:k] rohlik. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, jhj is restricted to the initial and 
medial positions. Due to the neutralization of the feature of voice, its occurrence is 
excluded in the final position. As in both previous stages, so too in this third one the 
initial jhj conspicuously predominates over the medial. The proportion is shown 
in Figure 222. 

As regards the sound environment, jhj combines mostly with vowels. In consonants, 
its combination is fairly frequent with sonants, while the sequence of other voiced 
consonants is more or less exceptional. Being used in complementary distribution 
with jxj, no occurrence of jhj is possible in the voiceless environment. 

Despite some articulatory difficulties we identify the phonematic relation of 
jxj—jhj with that of jsj—jzj, jsj—jzj and the l ike 1 2 5 and therefore, as with the other 
pairs, the comparison is made as to which of the members, voiceless or voiced, is more 
widely distributed in the child's vocabulary. Figures 223—226 indicate that in contra
distinction to the majority of consonantal pairs, the voiced member is strikingly 
predominant in all the three developmental stages and so too in the total numbers. 
The preponderance of jhj over jxj is typical of Czech, too, and is to be ascribed to 
the special and shorter history of this contrastive pair in the development of the 
language system in Czech, as has already rightly been pointed out by Trubetzkoy 1 2 6. 

1 2 5 A similar approach may be found in Mathesius, Gestina a obecrvy jazykozpyt p. 68, M. Rom-
portl, Souhldskovy' system, p. 273 and H. Kucera, Phonology of Czech, p. 35. 

1 2 0 Cf. N. S. Trubetzkoy, Grmdziige der Phonologie. 
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T H E L A T E R A L CONSONANTS 

Positional Distribution 
T!:e Lateral jlj 

9.3 1 
i n i t i a l 

I 

I 

The Lateral jlj 
Phonetic Realization 

After a more complicated learning process the phonetic realization of \l\ has be
come established in this developmental stage and its characteristics as a voiced 
alveolar lateral fricative may be identified in all distinctive features with those of 
Standard Czech. The more or less palatalized allophones, noticed in this phoneme in 
the previous stage, have very few occurrences now. Furthermore, in the establish
ment of the syllabic allophone of \l\ the mastering of another distinction in this pho
neme is manifested, viz. the contrast of liquid versus consonant. 

Distribution 
The phoneme /J/ ranks as the second highest in the frequency scale of consonants. 

Its 938 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words amount to 
32.1% of the fricative phonemes, 11.4% of the consonantal 
phonemes and 6.4% of all phonemes counted. In spite of 
the fact that ./// belonged to those consonantal pho
nemes which were fairly distributed in the first-fifty 
and first-one-hundred-word period, neither the numerical 
data nor its ranking in the frequency scale of consonants 
approximate to that of Standard Czech. Only the remark
able increase of its distribution in the vocabulary in the 
latest period made the child's jlj a corresponding equi
valent of Standard Czech jlj (cf. its second highest place 
in our data with its second and first place in the frequency 
scales of Mazlova and Kucera). Two factors account 
for the conspicuous increase in distribution of the pho
neme jlj, aside from the fact that it has the leading posi
tion among Czech consonantal phonemes. First, its pho
netic realization being firmly established, the phoneme 
jlj is not replaced by other substitutive sounds as before, 
and occurs in all of its proper places, cf. [mala:] maid, 
[balon] balon, [kolecko] kolecko, [kalhotki] kalhotky, 
[hlavicka] hlavicka, [dudli:k] dudlik, [holcicka] holcicka, 
[lokomotiva] lokomotiva, [liska] liska, [zeblal] zebral etc. 
Besides, jlj has become the main substitutive sound in
stead of jrj and replaces this phoneme both in its con
sonantal and vocalic function, cf. [lixle] rychle, [lucicki] ru-
cicky, [la.na] rdna, [di:la] dira, [muxomudka] muchomurka, [klavicka] kravicka, 
[papid] papir, [kalvid [Mavir; [had!] hadr, [tigt] tygr, [hlnecek] hrnecek, [vismlknu] 
vysmrkdm, [sklH:] skrti. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, the phoneme"^/ is not limited. The 
proportions of its initial, medial nad final position are shown in Figure 227. As 
indicated, jlj in the medial position exhibits a large preponderance, as compared with 
the two other positions. 

As regards the sound environment, no restriction affects the phoneme /// either 
in vocalic or in consonantal milieu. 

medial 

5.8 % 

Figure 227 

final 
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T H E V I B R A N T CONSONANTS 

The Vibrants jrj and jfj 

As was expected in view of other findings on speech development, both the vibrants 
jrj and jfj are absent from the consonantal system in the child and are replaced in all 
instances. While the learning process in all other consonantal phonemes might be 
considered as being accomplished in the realizations of the first five hundred words, 
it has not yet started as far as the phonetic realization of jrj is concerned. The sole 
occurence of [R] in the interjection [6Rm] does not signalize the beginning of the 
stage when the child comes to master this vibrant phoneme, for the following reason: 
in the cited example the child tried to express the act of drinking and the nursery 
form [bumbat] served him, in all probability, as a basis. It has been shown before 
that a purely imitative sound appearing in interjections may not be identified with 
the phoneme. Furthermore, both the point and manner of articulation differed 
markedly: while [R] in the child's pronunciation was produced in the bilabial area and 
the lips performed the vibration, the Standard [r] is produced at the alveolar 
point and the tip of the tongue is responsible for the vibration. Only six months later, 
at the age of 2, 6, 0 the correct jrj appears in the child, in combination with the al-. 
veolar stop jtj at first. Then followed its combinations with other consonantal pho
nemes. Its stabilization in the intervocalic environment appeared as next and its 
word-initial and word-final position as the last in order. 

Before dealing with the other vibrant consonant, i.e. jf/, as it is reproduced by the 
child in the period when he has not yet mastered the feature of vibrativity, a few 
comments will be made on this consonantal phoneme in Czech. 

The phoneme jfj has two allophones, a voiced [f] and a voiceless [f] which occur 
in complementary distribution. The voiced allophone appears word-initially, while 
in the medial position only its combination with a voiced consonant or with vowels 
is possible. The voiceless allophone, on the other hand, occurs in word-final, and—in 
combination with voiceless consonants — in word-medial position. In distinction 
to other consonants, the quality of jfj is determined not by the consonant which 
follows but by that which precedes, in other words, the regressive assimilation, typi
cal of Czech, is here replaced by the progressive type. The special status of the two 
allophones of jfj is best shown in their comparison with other pairs of consonants. 
Here is a rough outline: 

In the pairs pjb, tjd, Ijd, sjz,fjv, xjh, assimilation accounts for the neutralization 
of the contrast voiced versus voiceless. 

In kjg, cj\ and <uj% the operation of voice assimilation results in complementary 
distribution of two allophones of an identical phoneme. 

The sonants r, I, m, on the other hand, are not capable of active assimilation, 
and their being assimilated in a passive way is excluded, as none of the sonants 
has a voiceless counterpart in Czech. 

The vibrant jfj is outside the system. It has the active capability to assimilate 
only in sandhi relation, cf. [nod fekou] nod fekou, [g fece] k fece, [tag feceni:] tak 
feceny, and even this capability is potential as the following examples illustrate: 
[jak fi:ka:]jak fikd, [splaffeki] splav feky. In other words, in this position, jfj behaves 
like a sonant; in word-final position, on the other hand, the voiceless f is replaced 
by the voiced [f] when the voiced paired consonant follows in the next words, cf. 
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[uvaf brambort] uvaf brambory. In other words, in the final position jfj behaves like 
a paired consonant; within the word, jfj has only passive assimilative capability, as 
shown in the two examples [tfi:li]—[dfi.li] tfiti, dfiti. In this position then, together 
with jvf and jhj, which are assimilated in the same way in the dialectal pronunciation, 
(cf. [Jcfjet] kvet, [sxoda] shoda127) the phoneme jfj forms a special group in the Czech 
consonantal system, ranking between the sonants and paired consonants1 2 8. 

After having displayed the characteristics of jfj in Standard Czech, we wil l turn 
our attention to the question of how this phoneme is dealt with by the child. The 
fact that it does not occur in its proper phonetic realization in early developmental 
stages was mentioned before. The question which remains to be solved is, however, 
whether the child, in substituting this phoneme, differentiates between its voiced 
and voiceless allophones. On the ground of detailed analysis of our data it might be 
taken for granted that the feature of voice is fairly stable with all the substitutes for 
Standard Czech [f] and [f], and that already at the stage of the simplified consonantal 
clusters, i.e. in the period where no assimilation, active or passive, has its raison 
d'etre. A few examples follow for illustration; the words kficet, kfiielka, kfupat were 
realized as [Sidet], [Sididka], [supat] before they achieved the more refined forms 
[ksieet], [ksidi:lka], [Hupat]. Similarly, the cluster [tf] was realized as [c] in the earlier 
forms, cf. [ci.kolkd] tfikolka, [cesfiicki] tfesnicky. Wi th the appearance of the conso
nantal clusters the quoted forms were replaced by [tsi:kolka], [tSesfiicki]. In the 
cluster [pf], jfj was dissimilated at first, cf. [pinese] pfinese, [pikejt] pfikryt. With 
the stabilization of the consonantal clusters, the forms [psinese], [pSiklejt] became 
common. As for the voiceless [f] in the final position, it was replaced by jsj in all 
instances, cf. [ttwii] uvaf. The child, nevertheless, is aware of the difference 
of meanings between the items uvafjuvaz though they are homophones in his pro
nunciation, cf. [uvaS maSlicku] uvaz maSlicku, [uvaS poliwecku] uvaf polivecku. 

The voiced [f] was realized as [z] at first, cf. [ievo] dfevo, [zi:f] dfiv. Soon after
wards, however, the substitutive sibilant was replaced by the affricate [ 5 ] , cf. [%evo], 
[$i:f]. As in the cluster [pf], so too in the cluster [bf], the phoneme jfj was dropped 
in earlier stages, cf. [bi:Sko] bftiko, and replaced by [z] in the later ones, cf. [bzi:sko]. 
The cluster [hf] appears as [z], cf. [iebv.k] hfebik, [zi:bek] hfibek, [zisle] hfiste. After 
the mastering of consonantal cluster the realization of the quoted examples was the 
following: [hzebi.k], [hziibek], [Mi&le]. As for the voiced [f] in word initial and inter
vocalic position, i t was always replaced by [£], cf. [zada] fada, [zi:kat] fikat, [uvazit] 
uvaf it, [kouzit] koufit. 

A l l the above-cited examples bear evidence of the child's awareness of the contrast 
voiced versus voiceless within the phoneme jfj. What is, however, of interest, is the 
fact that the child imitates the assimilative capability of jfj in the same way as is 
common in the speech of adults, though two phonemes, viz. jzj and jsj act as its 
substitution 1 8 9; while in the onset the voiced [fj realized as [z] actively assimilates 
the preceding voiceless preposition, cf. [g zece] k fece, i t is passively assimilated 
according to the preceding consonant in the medial position, cf. [Hi:da]—[dzevo], 
and appears as a voiceless [f\ in the final position. As such, however, it is assimilated 

1 2 7 This form, however, being a local variant of Prague Czech, has found its foothold in the 
Standard pronunciation at present. 

1 2 8 For particulars, cf. P. Zima, Souhldska f v iesMm syst&mu znllostni asimilace, pp. 36—43. 
1 2 9 On the question of /z/, /S/ acting as substitutive sounds for jfj cf. the interesting observation 

of R. Jakobson, quoted in Kindersprache, p. 366; Czech eimigrants to Russia stop using the 
vibrant / / / soon after arrival and replace it by the fricatives jzj or /$/. 
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to [z] when the voiced paired consonant follows, cf. [uvas poli:vecku\—\uvaz blam-
bu:lki\ uvaf polivecku — uvaf brambory. 

S u m m a r y 

After the characteristics of the separate fricative phonemes as they were realized 
in the child's vocabulary in this period a summary follows: 

In accordance with Czech, there are four pairs of fricative consonants which appear 
in the phonological relation, viz. ///—jvj, jsj—jzj, jsj—jzj, jxj—jhj. Their phonetic 
realization might be considered as mastered though not to such an extent as with 
the stops. The existence of the non-standard variants in some of the fricative 
phonemes betrays their lesser stability. The palatal jjf and the lateral jlj complete 
the system of fricatives in the child. Compared to that of Standard Czech, the vibrants 
jrj and jfj are absent. 

The Fricative Consonants 

Initial Medial Final | 
i 

Total numbera 

Total • 830 | 28.4 1 

I i 
I 922 65.8 % j 168 I 5.8 % 2 920 100.0 % I 35.4.l> 

/ 48 36.9 % 65 50.0 % 17 13.1 % 130 4.5 % 1.6% 
V 121 35.4 % 221 64.6 % — 342 11.7 % 4.1 % 

4.4 % s 145 39.6 % 203 55.5 % 18 4.9 % 366 12.5 % 
4.1 % 
4.4 % 

z 53 51.5 % 
17.1 % 
33.3 % 
45.0 % 

50 48.5 % — 103 3.5 % 1.2 % 
s 53 

51.5 % 
17.1 % 
33.3 % 
45.0 % 

243 78.1 % 15 4.8 % 311 10.7 % 3.8 % 
z 42 

51.5 % 
17.1 % 
33.3 % 
45.0 % 

84 66.7 % — — 126 4.3 % 1.5 % 
X 36 

51.5 % 
17.1 % 
33.3 % 
45.0 % 39 48.8 % 5 6.2 % 80 2.7 % 0.9 % 

h 157 71.4 % 63 28.6 % — — 220 7.7 % 2.7 % 
I 87 9.3 % 

29.0 % 
797 84.9 % 54 5.8 % 938 32.1 % 

10.4 % 
11-4% 

j 88 
9.3 % 

29.0 % 156 51.5 % 59 19.5 % 303 
32.1 % 
10.4 % 3.7 % 

r — 1 100.0 % — — 1 0.1 % 0.1 % 
f — __. 

fricatives consonants phonemes 

2.4 % 
2.5 % 
0.7 % 
2-1 % 
0.9 % 
0.5 % 
1.5 % 
6.4 % 
2-1 % 
0.0 % 

20.1 

Figure 228 

In distinction to stops, where the numerical data characterizing the consonant 
occurrences in the child's vocabulary, and those reported for Standard Czech did 
exhibit a similar picture, there are still considerable differences as regards the fre
quency of fricatives. The discrepancy shows mostly in the voiced members jvj and jzj, 
which, due to the difficult phonetic realization, are not as a rule distributed in nursery 
forms and are therefore less frequent in the child's word-stock. The opposite relation,, 
i;e. the wider distribution in the child's idiolect as compared to the speech of adults, 
concerns the phonemes jsj and If I.The higher functional load of jsj is easily explicable 
on the ground of the fact that this phoneme, apart from its own occurrences, acts as 
a substitute for other consonants. The wide distribution of /// in interjections is the 
most plausible explanation for its higher frequency in the child's vocabulary. 

In terms of features, the fricative articulation has been firmly established in both 
voiceless and voiced members. Of the further distinctions which are based on manner 
of articulation, laterality is a well-learned feature. Vibrativity, however, remains 
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inaccessible even in this third developmental stage, thus bearing Jakobson out in 
his statement that relatively rare distinctive features in the languages of the world 
are learned late by children in their mother tongue. 

As for the distinctions based on points of articulation, the contrast front versus 
back is well established and so are, with minor exceptions, all the points of articula
tion which have their relevance in Czech, viz. the articulation in the labio-dental, 
prae- and post-alveolar, palatal, velar and laryngeal areas. In regard to frequency 
of the fricatives which represent the said features, the front show wider distribution 
than do the back. A more detailed analysis indicates that the majority of the fricatives 
are produced in the alveolar area and that as second in order come the labio-dentals. 
The remainder of the articulatory areas, represented by one fricative each, appear 
in the following order of frequency: palatal jjj, laryngeal jhj, velar jxj. Figures 229 
and 230 show the proportions of the fricatives in regard to their point of articulation. 

Fricative Phonemes 
Points of Artioulation 

2.7 % 

10.4 % 

16.2 1 

03.2 % 

Figure 229 

velar 
laryngeal 

palatal 

labiodental 

alveolar 

Fricative Phonemes 
Front versus Back 

baok 

front 

Figure 230 

In contradistinction to the previous stage where the feature of voice displayed 
a certain instability, i t is now established, and the contrast voiced versus voiceless 
is preserved in most instances. As in the first and second stage, so too in this third, 
the total number of voiced fricatives prevail over the voiceless. Figure 231 shows the 
ratio of the two groups. Wi th regard to the paired fricatives, the predominance of the 
voiceless members, noticed before, is preserved. Figure 232 displays, however, an 
almost balanced ratio. The opposite relation of the two pairs ///—jvj and jxj—jhj, 
where the voiced members are obviously preponderant, accounts for this equalizing. 

No additional features in fricative phonemes appeared at this stage of speech 
development. 
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Fricative Phonemes 
Voiceless versus Voiced 

voiceless 

Fricative Phonemes 
Voiceless versus Voiced 

voiced 

voiced 
(inoluding 
sonants) 52.9 % voiceless 

Figure 231 Figure 232 

T H E S E M I - O C C L U S I V E C O N S O N A N T S 

The Affricate jcj 

Phonetic Realization 

The phoneme jcj is to be ranked among those whose phonetic realization undergoes 
a complicated learning process. Though the proper semi-occlusive articulation 
appears in this developmental stage in this consonant, its replacement by the fricative 
or—in older expressions—even the by the stop, is not exceptional. Instability is 
shown too, as far as the correct point of articulation is concerned, as the existence 
of the palatalized allophones illustrates. 

Distribution 

The phoneme jcj ranks as sixteenth in the frequency scale of consonants. Its 
161 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 23.5% 
of the semi-occlusive phonemes, 1.9% of the consonantal phonemes and 1.9% of all 
phonemes counted. In view of the fact that jcj is still replaced by /*/ or jtj its more 
favoured ranking in our frequency scale of consonants, as compared to that reported 
for Standard Czech, is surprising (cf. our 16th with the 18th and 17th place in Mazlova 
and Kucera). Its wide distribution in interjections and nursery forms derived from 
them is a sufficient explanation for this discrepancy. 

Most the of occurrences of jcj are correct, as the standard correlates of the following 
examples illustrate; [co] co, [oblacova:m] obracim, [zica] Izice, [blond] brouci, [pla-jce] 
prdce, [pecka] pecka, [kobelec] koberec, [fiic] nic. The following are the occurrences of 
jcj in interjectional forms; [6a:c], [bumba:c], [cin,k], [cilir>,k], [zacinjcnu], [due], [du-
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ca:m], [ducanec], [cucat], [cucnu]. The sound assimilation and assimilation of manner 
of articulation accounts for such forms as [cancuje] tancuje, [cancuvald] tancovala, 
[kapcicka] kapsicka. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, jej is not limited and occurs in initial, 
medial and final positions. The greatest numbers appear for its occurrence in the 
medial position, where, too, its stabilization as a semi-occlusive phoneme first ap
peared. The occurrences of jej in the initial and final positions are balanced; the 
figures, however, might reflect the fact that jej is often replaced in both these posi
tions, in the initial perhaps more frequently. Figure 233 shows the proportion of the 
three positions. 

As regards the sound environment, jej combines with al l vocalic phonemes. In 
consonants, however, jej as a voiceless phoneme is restricted to a voiceless milieu 
except for sonants. 

The voiced allophone [ 5 ] occurred once and the sandhi assimilation of voice 
accounts for its appearance in the child's vocabulary, cf. [du% due] due due. 

Positional Distribution 
The Affricate jej 

initial 

Positional Distribution 
The Affricate j&j 

initial 

medial 

final 

2.3 % 

medial 

final 
Figure 233 Figure 234 

The Affricate j6j 

Phonetic Realization 

Compared to the prae-alveolar jej the phonetic realization of this post-alveolar 
affricate seems to be more stable. Its proper semi-occlusive articulation is realized 
in most of the instances which appeared as new in this developmental stage and only 
in the older expressions jej is still replaced by the fricative jsj. Its substitution by 
jlj is very exceptional. In distinction to jej no palatalized allophones appear in this 
phoneme. 
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The Semi-occlusive Consonants 

Initial 

40 
49 

Total 89 

Medial Final 

24.8% 83 
9.3% I 463 

51.6 % | 38 i 23.6 % 
88.4 % 12 2.3 % 

13.0 % I 546 I 79.7 % 
I 1 

50 i 7.3 % 

Figure 235 

Total numbers 

161 
524 

affricates consonants phonemes 

23.5 % 
76.5 % 

685 j 100.0% 

1.9% 
6.4 % 

1.1 % 
3.6 % 

8.3% I 4.7% 

Distribution 

The phoneme jej ranks as the fourth highest in the frequency scale of consonants. 
Its 524 occurrences in the realizations of the first five hundred words constitute 
76.5% of the semi-occlusive phonemes, 6.4% of the consonantal phonemes and 3.6% 
of all phonemes counted. This frequency count registers the highest discrepancy in 
all consonants as compared to the frequency count which characterizes the identical 
phoneme in the Czech word-stock, cf. its 4th highest place in our frequency scale 
with the 21st and 18th place in the scales of Mazlova and Kucera. The special content 
of the child's vocabulary, where the majority of nouns are in diminutive forms, 
having thus jej in their suffixes, readily explains this discrepancy. Though most of the 
diminutives have their equivalents in Standard Czech, they have, in distinction to the 
speech of the child observed, minimal occurrences in the speech of the adults on which 
the above mentioned numerical data are based. 

The following are examples of occurrences of jej 
both in diminutives and other expressions: [babicka] 
babicka, [vla:cek] vldcek, vlak, [kolecko] kolecko, kolo, 
[klucina] klucina, kluk, [celi:cko] celicko, celo, [bolicki] 
boticky, boty, [lucicka] rucicka, ruka; [hucet] hucet, 
[ci:st] cist, [ucesat] ucesat, [cisti:] cisty, [celt] cert. As an 
exceptional usage its occurrence in the substitutive 
function for the consonantal cluster [tf] should be 
mentioned here; cf. [ci:kolka], tfikolka, [cesin,ki] tresin-
ky, [uci] utfi etc. 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned, jej is 
not limited and occurs word-initially, word-medially 
and word-finally. The occurrences are, however, very un
equal as regards the frequency. To explain the striking 
preponderance of jej in the medial position, its occur
rence in the diminutives has to be recalled once again. 
Of the three positions, this is the first where jej became 
stabilized as a semi-occlusive consonant. Figure 234 
shows the proportions of the initial, medial and final 
occurrence of jej. 

As regards the sound environment, jej being a 
voiceless consonant, it combines with voiceless pho-

Figure 236 nemes and sonants. No restriction affects its combina-

Seml-occlusive Phonemes 
Points of Articulation 

prae-
alveolar 

post-
alveolar 
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tion with vowels, the neighbourhood of the front vowels is, however, more frequent. 
The voiced allophone of \c\ which is distributed in the voiced consonantal environ

ment in Czech, did not appear in this position in the child's speech. Its occurrence 
was, however, noticed in the consonantal cluster dr- where [ 5 ] functioned as one of 
the early substitutes, cf. dfevo, [%i:j] dfiv. 

S u m m a r y 

As with the stops and fricatives, so too the affricates will be summarized: 
The child has two affricates in his system, viz. jcj and /<?/. Only the affricate-jcj 

has its voiced allophone in [7,], used in complementary distribution, where the voiced 
versus voiceless feature is predictable. The voiced allophone of jcj, on the other hand, 
appears as a substitute for the as yet un-mastered consonantal cluster [df]. 

Of the two phonemes, the latter is far more frequent. As for the phonetic realiza
tion, the feature of semi-occlusivity is but imperfectly learned and instability shows 
also in the prae-alveolar point of articulation. The comparison of the numerical 
data concerning the affricates in our corpus with those reported by Mazlova, and 
Kucera, shows a wider distribution of jcj in the child. No discrepancy in frequency, 
on the other hand, relates to the phoneme jcj. 

Consonant Phoneme Frequencies 

1800 

MOD 

/> I r | c I / I i I * | f- K I x I fTT 

Figure 237 
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C o n c l u s i o n 

The chapter on consonants realized in the vocabulary of the first five hundred words 
will be closed in the same way as in the two previous stages, i.e. by a reflection as to 
which of the features phonemically relevant in Standard Czech are mastered well by 
the child, which of them show instability and which are missing as yet. 

From the six manners of articulation upon which the phonemically relevant 
distinctions of consonantal phonemes in Czech are based, the child has mastered the 
following: occlusivity, nasality, fricativity, and laterality. Semi-occlusivity, on the 
other hand, even in this third developmental stage, is to be ranked as an imperfectly 
learned feature and no examples which would illustrate the child's attempt to produce 
the last of the features, i.e. vibrativity, are included in the child's vocabulary 1 3 0. 
Jakobson's thesis on the late acquisition of those distinctions which are rare in the 
languages of the world, and the fact that many languages have a single liquid in their 
consonantal system, should be mentioned in this connection. 

Consonant Phonemes 
Manner of Articulation 

8.3 % 

11.2 % 

13.1 % 

24.0 % 

43.2 % 

affricates 

laterals 

nasals 

fricatives 

stops 

Consonant Phonemes 
Proportionate Occurrences of 

Stops + Others 

others 

stops 

Consonant Phonemes 
Oral versus Nasal 

nasal 

oral 

Figure 238 Figure 239 Figure 240 

In spite of the fact that the child has mastered all consonantal phonemes except 
two, the stops exhibit the greatest stability and widest distribution. The frequency 
order of the consonants which represent the five distinctions in regard to manner of 
articulation is the following: stops—fricatives—nasals—laterals—affricates. The 
proportions of their occurrences is given in Figure 238. As is clearly evident from the 

1 3 0 The sole occurrence of the bilabial vibrant does not count here for the reasons given in the 
paragraph on Vibrant Consonants. 
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Figures, the occurrences of the stop phonemes account for almost half of the conso
nant occurrences in the corpus. If we classify nasals with the stops, the predominance 
of this group compared with other consonants is all the more outstanding (cf. Figure 
239). In the light of Jakobson's theory on the development of the phonemic system 
in the child, neither their predominance nor the above-mentioned greater stability 
is surprising. 

Figure 240 shows the proportion of the nasal and oral consonants. Their mutual 
relation remains roughly the same as in the previous stages. 

Consonant Phonemes 
Points of Articulation 

Consonant Phonemes 
Front versus Back 

Consonant Phonemes 
Voiceless versus Voiced 

8.2 % 

23.6 % 

23.9 % 

44.3% 

palatals 

labials 

velo- glottals 

alveolars 

32.1 % 

67.9 % 

back 

front 

voiced 

voiceless 

Figure 241 Figure 242 Figure 243 

As regards the distinctions based upon the points of articulation, the child has 
mastered all which have phonemic relevance in Standard Czech, viz. labiality, al-
veolarity, palatality and velo-glottality. The manner of articulation, then, accounts 
for a further breakdown into the following spheres; bilabiality and labio-dentality, 
prae- and post-alveolarity, velarity and laryngeality. The frequency order of the 
oonsonants which represent these distinctions is as follows: alveolars—velars—bi-
labials—palatals—labio-dentals—laryngeals. The proportion of their occurrences is 
given in Figure 241. Figure 242, then, shows the ratio of the front consonants versus 
the back ones. As in both previous stages, so too in this third, the front consonants 
predominate over the back both in stability and distribution. The less mature stage 
of fricatives and affricates shows also in the less well-established point of articulation, 
in contradistinction to stops and nasals. 

The presence or absence of voice is another well-established feature with regard to 
all consonants found in the vocabulary of the first five hundred words. More frequent, 
however, are still the voiceless members, especially those of the stops and affricates. 
The sonants, on the other hand, being voiced but not opposed to any other phoneme 
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solely by this feature, account for an almost balanced ratio between voiced and voice
less fricatives in total numbers. Figure 243 shows the proportions of the voiced and 
voiceless consonants. In the predominance of the voiceless consonants, the corre
spondence between the child's speech and the findings in languages in general is once 
again illustrated 1 3 1. As in the distinctions based on point of articulation, so too in tht 
distinctions based on presence or absence of voice, the stops present a more mature 
stage of development compared to fricatives and affricates. 

Positional Distribution 
Consonant Phonemes 

Positional Distribution 
Stops 

27.9 % i n i t i a l 

01.7 % medial 

10.4 % final 

Figure 244 

31.1 % 

55.3 % 

initial 

Positional Distribution 
Nasals 

initial 

medial 

13.6 % final 

medial 

final 

Figure 245 Figure 246 

As far as the place of occurrence is concerned. Figure 244 shows the widest distri
bution of the consonants in the medial position. Compared to previous stages, the 
percentage here considerably increased. This is undoubtedly due to the stabilization 
of the consonantal clusters. The 5082 consonant word-medial occurrences in the 
realizations of the first five hundred words account for 61.7%. The initial position 
comes next and its 2301 occurrences amount to 27.9%. Wi th 856 occurrences and 
10.4% the consonants in the final position rank as the last. A similar picture is re
vealed i f we analyse the stops, nasals, affricates, fricatives and laterals separately. 
Their occurrences in the initial, medial and final position are shown in Figures 
245—249. 

1 3 1 Cf. here Trubetzkoy's observation that the unmarked features appear with higher frequency 
in various languages, e.g. Czech, English, Russian. The few existing deviations are easily expli
cable on the ground of opposite contextual frequency and lexical productivity, which is due to 
the shorter history of one member of the pair in the language, e.g. the pair hjx in Czech.—For 
particulars, see N. 8. Trubetzkoy, Grundziige, p. 235—236. 
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C O N S O N A N T A L C L U S T E R S 

Since consonantal clusters represent a later linguistic development in the child's 
speech and since we find clusters (both proper and dyslalic) and cluster simplifica
tions side by side, we must assume that two linguistic strata meet within the period 
of the first five hundred words; an older one, without consonantal clusters, and a new
er one, where consonantal clusters are already realized. Two, three, four and five 
consonant combinations wil l be discussed here, according to the position where they 
occurred in the word. 

Initial Clusters 

In the realizations of the first five hundred words, 63 combinations which appeared 
in 338 occurrences were recorded. Of them 51 combinations (315 occurrences) are 
two-consonant clusters, 9 combinations (18 occurrences) are three-consonant clusters 
and 3 combinations (5 occurrences) are four-consonant clusters. The majority of the 
initial clusters are compact, a few, on the other hand, contain a morphematic suture. 

Attention will be drawn to the question of which of the consonants mostly combine 
in this developmental stage. 

Two-Consonant clusters 
1. a stop + a stop 

This combination is comparatively rare and only four data were recorded in the 
corpus: 
gd- 5 e.g. [gdo] kdo 
pt- 2 e.g. [pta:6ek] pldtek 
tm- 1 e.g. [tma] tma 
kn- 3 e.g. [kfii-Jki] knliky 

A l l the quoted forms fluctuated with the forms where the cluster has been simplified. 
In the latter instances the second of the two stops has been, as a rule, preserved, cf. 
[do] kdo, [ta:cek] ptdcek, [ma] tma, [M:ska] knizka. The forms [fivlka] and [kvlka], 
however, existed as parallels. 

2. a fricative + a fricative 

17 data represent this combination. As the examples below illustrate, a fricative^ 
mostly combines with a liquid regardless of whether this /// is used properly or as 
a substitution for jrj. The next most frequent combination is the sequence of a 
fricative + \x>\: 
vl- 10 [vla-.iek] vldiek hj- 1 [hjaiki] hradky 
si- 9 [slepiika] slepiika fS- 3 [fSixAi] vSichni 
zl- 3 [zlaimal] zldmal Iv- 1 [ivo:i] lev 
$1- 4 [ilapu\ Slapu sv- 1 [svetlo] sv&Io 
U- 2 [zliilca] liiika zv- 4 [zvoiiii] zvonl 
xl- 7 [xlapec] chlapec xv- 1 [xvitiika] ehvilidka 
hi- 13 [hlaju] hraji sf- 1 [sfetidek] svetyWek 
vj- 2 [vja-.ski] vrdsky zh- 1 [zhama:m] snlm 
sj- 1 [sjon] slon 

As with the combination a stop + a stop, so too with the combination a fricative + a 
fricative, the forms with simplified clusters exist alongside and the first of the frica
tives is preserved, cf. [va:cek] vldcek, [sepiSka] slepiika, [zickaj VLv&ka, [xapecek] 
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chlapecek, [va:ski] vrdsky, [setidek] svetyrek. The clusters sv- and xv- fluctuated with 
[f], cf. [svetidko]—[fetidko], xvilicka]—[filicka]. 

3. a stop + a fricative 
This combination is the most widespread in the child's vocabulary and also the fre^ 
quency of the individual representatives of this group is comparatively high: 
pl- 31 [pla:t] prat ti 1 [tfalof] tvaroh 
bl- 20 [blambudki] bramburky ki- 3 [kfiteika] kvlteika 
tl- 14 [tlude] tluie bj- 7 [bjambu-.lki] bramburky 
dl- 2 [dlouhi:] dlouhy kj- 3 [kji:£ek] kli&ek 
kl- 39 [kluk] kluk ps- 1 [psait] psdt 
gi- 2 [glamofo:n] gramofon pi 11 [pSeskoi] pfeskoi 
ml- 8 [mli:6ko] mMiko ts- 2 [tsesiiiki] tfesinky 
tv- 2 [tvalox] tvaroh ks- 5 [ks'idi-.lka] kfidilka 
dv- 3 [dveze] dvere bi- 3 [bzi-.Sko] bfisko 
kv- 3 \kviteiko] kviteiko di- 4 [dievo] dfevo 

As the examples show, all stops combine with III (both proper and substitutional), 
Fairly often we find the combination of the stops /&/ and /t] with the fricative fvj, 
which, however, fluctuate with the clusters kf- and tf-, cf. [kvitecko]—[kfitecko], 
[tvalox]—[tfalof]. The older developmental stage is seen in such forms where the stop 
is preserved and the fricative dropped, cf. [bambudki]—[bjambudki], [douxej] [dlou-
hej], [mixko]—[mlv.Sko], [bi-Jko]—[bzvMo] etc. 

4. a fricative + a stop 
In this combination 8 data, illustrating the sequence of the sibilant + a stop were 
recorded: 
sp- 12 [spin,kat] spinkat Sp- 4 [Spinavi:] spinave 
sm- 16 [smekaim] smrkdm it- 8 [Ha:vi6ka] stavitka 
st- 17 [stoleiek] stoleiek Sk- 8 [ikolka] ikolka 
sk- 1 [skofka] schovdvand zb- 1 [zbuzenej] vzbuzeny 

A l l the existing simplified forms contained the stop while the sibilant was dropped, 
cf. [pit^cat] spinkat, [pinavej] spinavy, [kolka] skolka. 

5. an affricate + a stop 
This combination is registered in a sole example which had three occurrences in the 
realizations of the first 500 words: 
It- 3 [au] itu 

6. an affricate + a fricative 
Like the preceding, this combination too is exceptional and appears but once in the 
interjection: 
cv- 1 [cvak] cvak! 

Three-consonant Clusters 
Of this group those combinations are dealt with separately which contain the 

syllabic allophone of / l / or /r/ (in our data [I] performs the function of both liquids). 
They are as follows: ' 
mffc- 1 [mlkej] mrkev hln- 3 [hlneiek] hmeiek 
sin- 3 [s^neiek] srnecek bRm- 1 [bRm] brm! 
kit- 1 [kUek] krtek 

file:///kviteiko


A l l of them are compact. Alongside this group there are three-member clusters 
without syllabic consonant, both compact and with morphematic suture: 

svj- 1 [svjeti-.lko] svitylko stl- 2 [stlomelek] stromeiek 
spl- 4 [splavi-.m] spravim fst- 2 [fsta-.vat] vstdvat 

As the examples illustrate, these combinations consist of two fricatives + one stop 
and the sequence of three fricatives in one instance. In simplifying, one of the two 
fricatives is dropped, cf. [svetidko] svetylko, [stomecek) stromeSek, [sta:vat] vstdvat. 

Four- consonant Clusters 

This category contains only such combinations of which either the second or the 
third consonant functions as a syllable bearer: 

pjst- 3 [p^sH-.ikarrui] prstiikami 
k|6k- 1 [Btku\kriku 
skit- 1 [sklli:] skrti 

A l l of them are compact, and consist of two stops and two fricatives. 
In regard to frequency, the two-member clusters highly predominate over the 

three- and four-member clusters. As for the proportion of the various types of con
sonants which have combined among themselves, the fricatives with 84 occurrences 
come first (25 of them are liquids, of these 5 syllabic). Following in order of frequency 
are the stops, which have 54 occurrences (of them 7 being nasals). The affricates 
represent the least group having only four occurrences. Figure 251 shows the pro
portion of the two, three and four member clusters. In Figure 252 the proportions 
of the types of consonants are indicated. 

Consonant Clusters 
1.5% 

93.2 % two-member 

Figure 251 

Initial Consonat Clusters 
four-member 2.3 % 
three-member 

37.0 % 

affricates 

stops 

59.7 % fricatives 

Figure 252 
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Medial Clusters 

Word-medially, 110 consonantal clusters were recorded in the total of 1040 oc
currences. Of them the two-member sequences amount to 100 combinations (1015 
occurrences), the three-member sequences to 7 combinations (21 occurrences), the 
four-member sequences to 2 combinations (3 occurrences) and five-member sequence 
to 1 combination (1 occurrence). Most of these medial clusters are divided by mor-
phematic suture, the compact clusters, however, do exist as well. 

Two-consonant Clusters 
1. a stop + a stop 

There are 22 consonant clusters of this type. Most frequently used are those where 
a stop combines with a nasal, as the following examples with their frequencies 
illustrate: 
-pk- 12 [zapka] zabka -dm- 1 [sedmeme] sedneme 
-tk- 44 [kuia-.tko] kufdtko -pn- 6 [lozepnout] rozepnout 
•Ik- 3 [talka] tatka •dn- 8 [sedneme] sedneme 
•nk- 81 [mamin,ka] maminka -kn- 15 [fiknem] fikneme 

3 [kuxinka] kuchynka -mn- 1 [kamna] kamna 
-kt- 2 [taktol] traktor -pn- 2 [lozepHi] rozepni 
•ai- 6 [punli-.iek] Purdltek -bn- 2 [tabebnica] stavebnice 
-ki- 3 [liklak] tiktak •dn- 1 [sedAi] sedni 
•mb- 25 [hamba] hanba -kH- 2 [ka:kni] vyskoi 
-gb- 2 [bagbak] bakbak -mn- 2 [zamnouka:va:m] 

-nd- [bundiika] bundiika 
mnoukdm 

-nd- 1 [bundiika] bundiika -nd- 9 [bunda] bunda 

The simplification of these clusters is very rare. If it appears, the second of the 
consonants is dropped, cf. [sedi] sedni. Dissimilation accounts for the realization of 
the proper cluster -kt- as -xt-, cf. [taxtol—taktol] traktor and -dm- instead of -dn-
[sedmeme] sedneme. 

2. a fricative - f a fricative 
We have 16 combinations of this type; Most of them have /// as one of the component: 
•fl- 4 [knofli-.iek] knoftidek -zv- 2 [lozviii:me] rozsvitim 
•sl- 15 [ma:sli:£ko] mdslilko •jv- 1 [psikhjva-.me] 

•zl-
pfikrpvdme 

•zl- 2 [nezlobit] nezlobit •Ih- 1 [kalhotki] kalhotky 
-sl- 3 [poSlapu] poslapu -vh- 3 [havhavhaf] 

[bejle] brtfle 
hajhafhaf 

-jl-
•xl-

3 [bejle] brtfle •wh- 1 [hawhaf] hafhaf -jl-
•xl- 2 [lixle] rychle •vj- 1 [tlavjerika] travinka 
•hl- 5 [hohliik] rohlik -xj- 1 [pixja] pichla 

[vavzi] zavfi -lv- 3 [kalvi-.l] klavir -vz- 8 
[pixja] pichla 
[vavzi] zavfi 

The majority of the above-cited examples represent clusters which are correct and 
have their correlates in Standard Czech. Some of them, however, require comment. 
Thus the clusters -jl- and -jv- are due to the child's adoption of the colloquial forms 
brejle nad pfikrejvdme instead of standard bryle, pfikr^vdme. Metathesis, on the other 
hand, accounts for the rise of the cluster -lv-, cf. [kalvid] klavir. The cluster -vz- re
places the proper -vf- and similarly, in -xj- instead of -xl- and -wh- instead of -vh-, 
the older developmental stage is reflected, cf. [pixja] pichla, [hawhaf] hafhaf, [vavzi] 
zavfi. In those examples where simplification was registered the second of the two 
fricatives was dropped, cf. [kofi:cek] knoflicek, [ma:si:cko] mdslicko. 
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3. a stop + a fricative 

This type is represented by 13 combinations. Of them the most frequently used are 
those where the fricative is the liquid jlj: 

[konvilka] konviika 
[mekviiku] mrkviiku 
[obja:ski] obrdzky 
[tigii:k] tygfik 
[zak&iS] zakfii 
[kapsiika] kapsiika 

In simplification, the stop remains as simple consonant; [oba:zek] obrdzek, [gafovat] 
fotografovat, [konicka] konvicka. Both the variants, however, appear in the item 
medvidek, cf. [medi.dek] and [meviidek]. Ignorance of the vibrants accounts for the 
cluster -gz- and -M-, cf. [tigzi:k] tygfik, [zaksic] zakfic. 

4. a fricative + a stop 

This combination is the most frequent, both in types and in occurrences. There are 
35 various types, while none of them is simplified in this developmental stage: 

•pi- 5 [viplali] vyprali -nv- 1 
-bl- 33 [doblou] dobrou -kv- 2 
•tl- 9 [pitle] pylle -bj- 2 
•dl- 26 [hadlu] hadru -gz- 2 
•kl- 18 [pMklejt] pfikrtft -ks- 4 
•gl- 1 [fotoglafovaf] fotografovat -ps- 2 
-dv- 1 [medvi-.dek] medvidek 

-fk- 6 [luka-.fki] Tulcavky -jd- 6 [jejda] jejda 
•sk- 30 [pseskoi] pfeskoi •zd- 1 [nazdal] nazdar 
•sk- 111 [flaski] fla&ky -sm- 1 [vismeka:me] vysmrkdm 
-Ik- 69 [svjetidko] svdyVco -vn- 1 [da:vnu] dam 
•jk- 2 [ahojka] ahoj! -fn- 3 [bafnti] vybafnu 
•lt- 2 [muxudtida] muchomurka -sn- 1 [zapi-.snu] zaptii 

18 [iista:] iistd -zn- 1 [voli:znu] oliznu 
•tt- 9 [tusta] tuzlca -zn- 2 [zva:znu] zvdzim 
•xt- 1 [taxtol] traktor -In- 5 [udelnu] udlldm 
•d- 16 [puslirn] pustim •jn- 3 [mlejnelc] mlynek 
•sl- 14 [ftasliikd] flaSlidka -hn- 3 [utahnul] utrhl 
-jl- 2 [lejiiik] iertik -M- 1 [bafiii] bafni! 
•xi- 5 [nexli-.h] nehtik -vn- 1 [splavhi] sprav! 
.11- 3 [£elli:k] iertik -sh- 6 [ukous&i] ukousni! 
-vb- 2 [bavbaf] bafbaf -sfi- 3 [iei'he] tfeini 

[f&ixM] vsichni •wb- 1 \bawbaf] bafbaf •xn- 2 
[iei'he] tfeini 
[f&ixM] vsichni 

•zb- 6 [lozbili] rozbili -sp- 4 [kaspiika] kapsiika 
•U- 3 [felda] Ferda 

The clusters -vn, -zn-, -In- require comment as they have no correlate in Standard 
or Colloquial Czech. They are due to the child's own formation of the verbal aspect, 
cf. [da:vnu] dam, [zapi:snu] zapisi, [zva:znu] zvdzim, [udelnu] udeldm. 

5. an affricate + a stop 

Only five types of such cluster are found in our data. Of them, however, the cluster 
-ck- appearing in the diminutive forms has by far the highest frequency: 

•ck-
•ik-
•7,d-

11 
236 

2 

[pecki] pecky 
\babiika] babilka 
[dv.-z.duc] ducduc 

-cn- 3 [baxnu] nabacdm 
-in- 3 [noifLi:iek] noiniiek 

Only the cluster -£%- fluctuates with a simple consonant, cf. [noc'Uv.cek]—[noli:-
cek]—[nosiicek]—[noci.cek]. The cluster -cn- is to be explained on the same ground 
as the above mentioned -vn, -sn-, -zn-, -In-, i.e. it is due to the incorrrct formation 
of the verbal aspect, cf. [baxnu] instead of the correct [nabaca:m]. 
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6. a stop + an affricate 
This combination is comparatively rare only and three data were found in the 
realizations of the first 500 words: 
-pc- 2 [kapcidka] kapsiika -ni- 2 [olinUn] OUniin 
-nc- 7 [cancuje] tancuje 

The cluster -nc- fluctuates with -n>k-, cf. [olincin]—[olinjciri]—[olirikovo] Olincin. 
The assimilation of manner of articulation might account for the rise of the cluster 
-pc-, cf. [kapca], [kapcicka], kapsa, kapsicka. The influence of Colloquial Czech pro
nunciation is another possible explanation. 

7. a fricative + an affricate 

This is another of the rare types of clusters and we have but five instances: 
•lc- 3 [posti-.lce] posltflce -U- 3 [oUiika] hoUiika 
-sc- 1 [nescu] nechci -ji- 3 [zajiek] zajiiek 
•fi- 1 [kafco] kajitko 

Having no correlates in standard language, the clusters -sc-, -fc- and -jc- require 
comment; -sc- replaces the proper -xc-, cf. [nescu] nechci. The colloquial form [nescu] 
served, in all probability, as the child's model for imitation. The cluster -fc-, on the 
other hand, is the result of the incorrect formation of the diminutive form, cf. 
[kafe:]—[kafco] kafe, kaficko. A syncope accounts for the third exceptional cluster 
-jc-, cf. [zajcek] with the correct [zajixek]. 

8. an affricate + a fricative 

Only one occurrence of such a cluster is found in our data, viz. 
-cl- 1 \ba:cl6] spadlo 

As the example illustrates, the cluster appears in a verbal form which was derived 
from the interjection bdc and has thus no correlate in standard language. 

Three-consonant clusters 

As in the initial three-consonant clusters, so too in the medial ones, the clusters 
containing the syllabic peak wil l be dealt with separately. There is a sole occurrence 
of this type and the syllabic [I] replaces here the syllabic [r]. 

•t]m- 2 [kot^melec] kotrmelec 

The remaining three-consonant clusters, whether compact or divisible by morphe-
matic suture, have no syllabic peak and are shown in the following examples: 
-nsk- 10 [mi:nskii\ mVynsky ->igl- 3 [liqgto,] ryngle 
-mbn- 1 [vibumbnu] vybumbdm -ndfi- 1 [sufidjii] sundej 
-Ibl- 2 [velblout] velbloud -r^kn- 2 [ciriknu] zazvonim 

As far as the structure of the three-consonant clusters is concerned, the following 
combinations appear in the realizations of the first 500 words; the sequence of three 
plosives (of which two are sonants); the combination of two plosives (of which one 
is a sonant) + a fricative; the combination of one plosive + two fricatives (both 
of them are liquids). Only the sequences -nsk-, -Ibl- and -ngl- have their correlates 
in the speech of adults. The remaining three combinations have arisen in instances 
representing the boy's incorrect formation of the verbal aspect. 
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Four-consonant Clusters 

As in the initial, so too in the medial clusters in this category only such com
binations appear which contain the syllabic allophone [t], which, however, in all 
instances represents the proper syllabic [r]: 

-srn^k- 2 [viamlfa-.me] vysmrkdme 
-stlfh- 1 [lost^hat] rozlrhot 

The first of the two combinations is compact and consists of two plosives (of which 
one is a sonant) + two fricatives (of which one is a syllabic liquid). The other com
bination is divisible with a morphematic suture and one plosive combines here with 
three fricatives (of which one is a syllabic liquid). 

Five-consonant Clusters 

A sole example to represent this combination is found in the child's vocabulary, 
viz. -smlhn- ([vismlknu] vysmrkdm). This combination, consisting of three plosives 

(of which two are sonants) and two fricatives (of which one is a syllabic liquid), has 
no correlate in Standard Czech and is to be explained on the basis of the child's 
experimenting in expressing the grammatical categories. 

Medial Consonant Clusters 
0.1 % 
0.5 % 
2-1 % 

five-member 
four-member 
three-member 

two-member 

Medial Consonant Clusters 

affricates 

fricatives 

stops 

Figure 253 Figure 254 

In regard to frequency, a similar picture to that in the case of initial clusters is 
revealed in the medial ones: the two-member clusters exhibit striking predominance 
while the distribution of the three-, four- and five-consonant clusters is minimal. 
Figure 253 shows the proportion of the clusters. 
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As for the proportions of the various types of consonants which meet in combina
tion in the medial position, the frequency counts are asfollowB: of the total number of 
234 consonants there are 122 plosives (of which the nasals account for 49 occurrences), 
98 fricatives (of which the liquids account for 30 occurrences, four being syllabic) 
and 14 affricates. Figure 254 indicates the proportion of consonantal types. In dis
tinction to the initial clusters, the most widely distributed consonants in the medial 
ones are the plosives, while the fricatives come as the next most frequent group. 
The affricates remain in the minority. 

Final Clusters 

•nt 3 [baiant] hazard -jk 1 
-tjk- 8 [cilili-njc] cililink -sk 1 
-sl 4 [nepusl] nepust -ks 1 
-It 2 [celt] (ert -jl 1 
•tj ' 2 [piiklejt] pfihryt 

Word-finally, 13 consonantal clusters were recorded in the total of 22 occurrences. 
A l l the combinations are the two-member clusters and, except for -pi, all are compact. 
Like the initial and medial clusters, the final clusters containing the syllabic allophone 
of \r\ or \l\ will be dealt with separately. As in other instances, so here too, the syllabic 
[I] performs the function of both these liquids: 

-pi 2 [lozepfi rozepl -kl. 1 [citfcj] culer 
•dl 2 [hadl] hadr -gl 1 tygr 

The remaining final clusters do not contain the syllabic peak and appear in the 
following combinations: 

[mlazejk] mrazik 
[kosk] koks 
[koto] koks 
[olejl] olej 

Two of the quoted examples represent the sequence of two plosives, viz. -nt and -nk. 
Both of them are correct and havetheir correlates in the speech of adults.The sequence 
of a fricative + a plosive, on the other hand, requires comment. Only the combina
tion -st appears in Standard pronunciation. The combinations -jt and -jk have their 
origin in the colloquial forms, cf. pfikrejt, mrazejk instead of the standard pfikryt, 
mrazik. The remaining two sequences reflect the as yet unfinished learning process. 
While in the combination -It the liquid /l/ replaces the vibrant jrj, illustrating thus the 
absence of the feature of vibrativity in the child, the operation of metathesis explains 
the sequence -sk, cf. [kosk] instead of [koks]. The sole example representing the com
bination a plosive + a fricative is the sequence -ks and appears in the item [koks], 
illustrating the more advanced stage of the above-mentioned form [kosk]. The 
attempt at hypercorrect pronunciation might be an explanation for the rise of the 
combination a fricative + a fricative in the item [olejl] olej. We have mentioned before 
that fluctuation between jl\ and \j\ was fairly common in the child's idiolect in the 
early stages of his linguistic development. The example olej is an interesting mani
festation of this fluctuation. Ignorance of which of the two fricatives is correct 
explains not only their mutual fluctuation, cf. [olel]—[olej] but also the omitting 
of the final consonant, cf. [ole:] or the above-mentioned rise of the consonantal 
cluster, cf. [olejl]. 

Fina l clusters which would represent the combinations with more than two mem
bers were not recorded in the realizations of the first five hundred words. As re
gards the proportion of the various types of consonants which combine word-finally, 
the plosives with their 14 occurrences rank as first. Of them, two are nasals. The fric-
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atives with their 12 occurrences (6 of them are liquids) come as second. No affricates 
appear in combination in the final position. Figure 256 shows the proportion of the 
plosives and fricatives. 

Final Consonant Clusters Final Consonant Clusters 
Consonant Clusters 

total numbers 

two-member 

fricatives 

stops 

ricates 

stops 

fricatives 

Figure 255 Figure 256 Figure 257 

After classifying the various combinations in the initial, medial and final clusters 
we shall summarize our findings and compare with the findings of other investigators 
in this field: 

Of the total number of 401 consonants which meet in combination in the first-
-five-hundred-word period there are 189 stops (of which 58 are nasals), 194 fricatives 
(of which 61 are liquids, while 12 among these are syllabic allophones) and 18 affri
cates. Figure 257 shows the proportions of the types of consonants. The predominance 
of the fricatives 1 3 2, however slight, might confirm the opinion that the fricative artic
ulation has been mastered by the child in this period and that the fricatives have 
become the equivalent partners to stops, regardless of the fact whether they occur 
separately or in consonantal clusters. This is an important progress in the speech 
development. In distinction to both previous stages, which can be aptly called the 
stages of simplified consonantal clusters 1 3 3, the child does realize the majority of 
consonantal clusters in this third developmental stage. As the first-fifty- and first-
-one-hundred-word periods were characterized by the stability of the stop phonemes, 

1 3 2 L. Bartos, Observations, p. 14, has the following proportions of the consonantal types in 
clusters: stops 41.7 %, fricatives 29.9 %, liquids and // / 21.1 % and affricates 7.3 %. When 
treating the fricatives and the liquids under the same heading, his order of frequency is identical 
with ours; fricatives—stops—affricates. 

1 3 3 Cf. A Gregoire, L'appreTitissage, p. 252. 
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it is only natural that in simplifying the consonantal clusters the stops have been 
preserved while the fricatives have been dropped 1 3 4. 

As regards the question of the position in which the consonantal clusters appear at 
first, our findings confirm once again those arrived at earlier 1 3 5; the consonantal 
clusters become stabilized first in the medial position especially in connection with 
morphematic suture. Their stabilization in the final position comes as second while 
in the initial position the clusters appear and stabilize last. 

A rather different picture is revealed when dealing with the question of frequency 
of the consonantal clusters in the three positions. The results of an analysis of the 
first five hundred words clearly illustrate the high predominance of the cluster 
occurrences word-medially, while the word-initial position comes second. The word-
-final position is represented by the smallest incidence 1 3 8. Figure 258 shows the pro
portions of the clusters in the three positions. 

Positional Distribution 
Consonant Clusters 

Consonant Clusters 
0.1 % 
0.6 % 
2.2 % 

five-member 
four-member 
three-member 

initial 

medial 

final 

97.2 % 

Figure 258 Figure 259 

As regards the proportion among two-, three-, four- and five-membev clusters, the 
two-consonant clusters strikingly predominate. The multi-consonant clusters have 
minimal occurrence in the child's vocabulary, as Figure 259 indicates. 

1 3 4 The thesis of the preservation of the stop in the sequence of a stop + a fricative or vice versa, 
was already pronounced by Jespersen, as far as the initial consonantal clusters are concerned, cf. 
his Language . . . p. 107.—The examples of K. Ohnesorg in Fonet. studie I, p. 42 and Fonet. 
studie II, p. 50 show that the same principle holds good even in the medial clusters. Similar 
findings are given by S. Phanhauser, Rozwdj, p. 294, Gvozdev, Usvojenie, p. 46 and most recently 
by R. Weir, in Language in the Crib, p. 63. 

1 3 5 Cf. Ohnesorg, Fonet. studie I, p. 42; A. Gregoire, L'apprentissage, p. 252. 
1 3 4 V. Mathesius in La structure phonologique speaks of the dislike of Czech for grouping the 

consonants at the end of syllables. 
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S O U N D S I N C O M B I N A T I O N S 

As in most children, in the idiolect of the child investigated a number of phonetic 
changes also appear in operation. The principle of maximum economy in articulation, 
which is shown in languages in general, and is therefore even more actual in the 
speech of the child, who is striving for coordinated movements of the speech organs, 
is the common denominator of all these changes. Among them, certain kinds of 
assimilation are the most frequent. 

Sound Assimilation 

In the earliest stages, distant sound assimilation appears with high frequency. The 
assimilating process here consists in equalizing the consonants in the word. Of the two 
types of assimilations, i.e. the progressive and regressive, the former appeared sooner 
in the child observed as compared to the latter type. A few examples illustrating the 
operation of progressive assimilation are the following; [koki:kek] knoflicek,[kaka:lek] 
kocdrek, [gagafon] gramofon, [kukiHe] kuchyne, [kaSkan] kaStan, [lelelek] stitecek. 
Nevertheless, regressive sound assimilation appears as well, cf. [lilald] ziSala, [fefefec] 
jezevec, [fefefori] telefon, [zezecek] jezecek, [jaji:6ko] vajicko, [kaska] taska, [pa:p] cap, 
[hohli:k] rohlik, [tabebhica] stavebnice, [bobelec] koberec, [klofli:k] knoflik, [kledli:ki] 
knedltky, [papesM:cek] kapesnicek, [bobouk] klobouk, [boblej] dobry, [kokqja:da] coko-
Idda, [vavzi:t] zavfit, [kakapa:me] nakapdme etc. The ignoring or lesser stability of 
the consonants which are replaced here should be, however, mentioned too in this 
connection. 

A similar assimilating process affects the vowels too; cf. [kviiicki] kvitecka, [di-
licki] defdtka, [zi:bicki] hfibecky, [ocicki] ocicka, [uSicki] ouska, [muxudtuta] mucho-
murka, [dulu:] ddu, [dukuju] dekuji, [aval] chovat, [aka-.dat] vyklddat, [klacan] krocan 
etc. Though in many of the quoted examples analogy no doubt played its role, we 
cannot but compare this phenomenon with the law of so-called vocalic harmony which 
operates in some languages, e.g. Hungarian and Turkish, or, in regard to vowel 
quality, in French. 

Assimilation of Voice 

Wi th the appearance of consonantal clusters, al l the kinds of assimilations typical 
for Czech occur in the child. In accordance with standard usage, the regressive type 
of assimilation is adopted as a rule, while the progressive type is restricted to a few 
items, which nevertheless, have their correlates in standard or dialect pronunciation. 
The following are some examples of the regressive voice assimilation; [gdo] kdo, 
[gdepak] kdepak, [luka:fki] rukdvky, [lostuhnout] roztrhnout, [bagbagbak] bakbakbak, 
[havhaf] hafhqf. The last two items are illustrations of the sandhi assimilation where 
the voiced paired initial consonant caused the sonorization of the final voiceless 
consonant of the preceding word. In this connection, a sole example of the so-called 
Moravianism where the sonant jlj behaves as a paired voiced consonant in exerting 
its influence on the preceding consonant, which due to the neutralization of the feature 
of voice in the final position should be a voiceless one, cf. [had leze] instead of the 
correct [hat leze], was recorded. 

In accordance with Standard Czech, the operation of the progressive voice assi
milation concerns the vibrant jfj and is evident in the child even in that period when 
the trilled articulation has not been mastered as yet and \f\ is for that reason re-
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placed by substitutive sounds. In all instances the substitute is either [s], where the 
proper ff\ is preceded by the voiceless paired consonant, cf. [pSeskoc] pfeskoc, [Ue-
sinjci] tfdinky, [Hididka] kfidelka or the voiced [2], where \r\ is preceded by the voiced 
paired consonant, cf. [bzi:Sko] bftiko, [dzevo] dfevo, [tygzi:cek] tygficek137. 

Another example where the progressive assimilation operates in Standard Czech 
is the combination of the fricative s -\- h. The orthoepic norm admits here both the 
pronunciation [zh], which is current above all in Moravia, and the pronunciation [sx], 
which has its origin in the local variant of Prague Czech. Prague, however, being the 
capital, necessarily exerts an influence which accounts for the spreading of the [sx] 
pronunciation all over the Czech-speaking territory. In the speech of the child observed, 
the cluster -sh- appears in a sole item, viz. na shledanou. In its realization, however, 
this three-member cluster has been simplified and realized in the form [nasledanou], 
which might be found in Colloquial pronunciation in the speech of adults as well. 

Last but not least, the operation of progressive voice assimilation is shown in the 
combining of the voiceless paired consonant + v, cf. [kfi:tek] kvitek, [kfitecko] kvitecko, 
[tfalox] tvaroh, [sfetv.lek] svetyrek, [sfiii:] sviti, [xfilicka] chvilicka. Similar data might 
be found in some Moravian dialects. 

The neutralization of the feature of voice, which is considered a certain type of 
voice assimilation, was used by the child consistently and correctly in accordance 
with the Standard pronunciation, cf. [la:t]—[ra:t] rdd,[veblout]—[velblout] velblovd, 
[lef] lev, [ma:s]—[mra:s] mrdz etc. 

Assimilation of the Point of Articulation 

The operation of this kind of assimilation is best shown in the data containing the 
velar allophone of the phoneme \n\, which—as was noticed in other place—appears 
in the child simultaneously with the stabilization of the velar consonants \k\ and \g\, 
cf. the fluctuation between [n] and [13] in the instances like [maminta]—[mamifika], 
[cilint]—[cilirtfi]. In those items which have entered into vocabulary after the sta
bilization of jkj and Igj, only the correct forms with the velar allophone exist, cf. 
[maminet^ca], [panenjca], [oliitfca], [koli-.^ka], [lir^gla], [liv,glicka]. 

The assimilating process concerning the point of articulation affects, however, 
other consonants as well, cf. [zabaffli] bazanti, [bwhdicka] bundicka, [sufidn'i] sundej. 

Assimilation of Manner 

Though considerably less frequent, even this kind of assimilation does appear in 
the child and a few instances were recorded in the realizations of the first five hundred 
words, cf. [nek to] nech to, [kapcicka] kapsicka, [do kapcicki] do kapsicky. 

The principle of economy in articulation which accounts for the assimilating pro
cess might be also seen in that phenomenon which consists in simplifying two iden
tical or similar consonants. The manifestation of such a phenomenon appears above 
al l in children and in Colloquial Czech pronunciation. Not exceptional are, however, 
data where simplification affects even the orthoepic pronunciation, cf. e.g. [pana] 
panna, [rafii:] ranni, [rosvidit] rozsvitit. In our material, these examples show the 
above-mentioned simplification; [kapsice] v kapsicce, [babice] babicce, [slneci] srnecci, 

[ta:6ek] ptdSek, [zofii:] zvoni, [konicka] konvicka, [pasado] prasdtko, [melisme]melijsme 
etc. Besides these, there are also instances where one of the two non-identical and 

For a more detailed description of the behaviour of the phoneme /f/ cf. pp. 178—180. 
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non-similar consonants were dropped, e.g. [koSikd] koiilka, [zicka] liicka, [poSta'J] 
poUtdf. The simplification of consonantal clusters, typical in all children in the early 
developmental stages, is reflected in this phenomenon. Sometimes, the simplified 
and non-simplified forms exist parallel to each other: [feti.lko]—[sfeti:lko] svetylko, 
[filicka]—[xfilicka] chvilicka, [feti:lek]—[sfetv.lek] svetyrek etc. 

Haplology 

Rather interesting are those data where one of the two identical or similar syllables 
disappears i n the assimilating process. Besides occurring in child speech, such a haplo
logy might be found in the historical development of languages1 3 8. In our data the 
following instances were recorded; [duju] dekuji, [etika] elektrika, [daba:k] darebdk, 
[uda:lo] uMlalo, [naslonou] na shledanou. 

To conclude the paragraph on assimilation, we shall review which of the two types, 
i.e. progressive and regressive, is more frequent in the child and which of them 
appears earlier. 

As regards proportion, the regressive assimilation is far more frequent. Our 
numerical data in this respect closely correspond to those of the Sterns 1 3 9, cf. the 
ratio 78 : 22 in German- and French-speaking children with our 80.9 : 19.1. 

As regards the factor of time, however, the progressive assimilation represents the 
older developmental stage, while the regressive is—in our findings—later in appear
ance in the child investigated. 

Dissimilation 

Like the assimilating process, the dissimilating process too might be accounted for 
on the basis of the principle of economy in articulation. This phenomenon too ap
pears in the historical development of languages and in Colloquial pronunciation, 
especially in interpretation of foreign words in the speech of adults, and is therefore 
not surprising in children. The operation of dissimilation which concerns either the 
place or manner of articulation is demonstrated in our data by the following examples: 
[esle] jeste, [skovat] schovat, [taxtot] traktor, [doxtolka] doktorka. As a result of the 
dissimilating process might be considered after all even such examples as [babiska] 
babicka, [slepiska] shpicka, [kole^kd] kolecko, though the origin is no doubt to be 
found in the later mastering of the affricates as compared to the fricatives. 

A certain type of distant dissimilation is the phenomenon where one of the conso
nants is replaced by another one or is dropped for the reason that the identical 
consonant appears twice in one word cf. [baja:n] bandn, [budeli:k] dudlik. Nor is this 
phenomenon typical solely for the child investigated. Ohnesorg has similar observa
tions in his findings, cf. [holem] honem, [modoglam] monogram, [poleT] popel1*0, and data 
demonstrating such a dissimilation could be found in the historical development of 
languages1 4 1. 

1 3 8 Cf. at least the well-known examples such as Latin matutinum with French matin, Sequana 
with Seina, or Old English EngkUand with Modern English England. 

1 3 9 Cf. C. u. W. Stern, Kindersprache, p. 342. 
1 4 0 Cf. Ohnesorg, Fonet. studie I, p. 48. 
1 4 1 Cf. Ky&perk with the German Geiersberg, singular—plurdl with the Latin singul-alis— 

plur-alis. Well-known are such examples as purpurowj when compared with the English purple 
(cf. Latin purpureus) or English pilgrim with French pelerin (cf. Latin peregrinus). 
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Metathesis 

Metathesis of two consonants or syllables is another phonetic change, dissimilating 
in essence, which is frequent in children, especially when reproducing those longer 
words which enter newly into their vocabulary. Examples showing the operation of 
this phonetic change in English-speaking children may be found in Jespersen1 4 2, 
who in this connection aptly mentions the difficulties of adults when facing the repro
duction of long and foreign words which they hear for the first time and which do not 
belong to the fundamental word-stock. The liquids are then the consonants which 
are affected most often, cf. levorver—revolver, konoldda—kolondda, cerel—celer 
etc 1 4 3. In our data, metathesis is illustrated in the following examples; [e:pola:n] 
aeropldn, [talka:Sek] trakdfek, [poma'.lalo] poldmalo, [umolilo] ulomilo, [kolomotiva] 
lokomotiva, [filajovi:] fialovy, [kalvid] klavir, [vilepeme] vypereme, [kaspicka] kap-
sicka, [pikso:tek] piskotek, [kosk] koks, [zabant] bazant, [vli, vlixata] Ivi, Ivicata, 
[zlicka] lzicka.Ui 

The Emergence of New Sounds 

Contrary to those changes where one of the consonants or vowels is dropped, there 
are also such changes in the child's idiolect where a new consonant or vowel appears 
as additional to those existing in the given word. These are, however, not identical 
with the commonly known svarabhakti consonants which emerge in languages in 
order to enable an easier transition between two consonants (cf. e.g. Kundratice—Kun-
ratice, kastrolek—casserol, hastrman—Wassermann, Old English ©ymel, ©ymles—Mod. 
English thimble etc). 

Analogy, on the other hand, to a sound occurring in the same or related word 
accounts—in all probability—for the rise of the new consonant in the child. The 
following are some examples for illustration; [packi packi packicki] pad pacipacicky, 
[midli:lko] mydylko [hladlu] hadru, [koblelec] koberec, [blablenec] mravenec, [kapka.tko] 
kapdtko, [kapkidki] kapicky etc. 

In the newly appearing vowels, however, the situation seems to be different. 
Though even here many a formation is due to analogy (cf. e.g. sg. [kla:li:cek] with pi . 
[kladixeki] krdlicek, krdlicci or [osel] with the diminutive form [oseli:cek] osel, oslicek), 
the vowels have, in our opinion, the svarabhakti character and are inserted in order 
to liquidate the difficult consonant cluster, cf. [okono] okno, [tama] tma, [peso] psa, 
[pi:sat] psdt, [peta:cek] ptdcek, [hlenecek] hrnecek, [kamena] kamna, [zebelovat] sebrat, 
[mokava:] mokrd. 

In the next paragraph, we shall devote attention to the question of how the child 
deals with The Combination of the two Vowels. 

1 4 2 See Jespersen, Language, p. 108. 
1 4 S The evidence that metathesis played an important role in the historical development of 

Czech and in languages in general is seen in the fact that in Modern Czech most of the consonantal 
clusters appear in the beginning of the syllable in distinction to older developmental stages and to 
Germanic languages, where the developing process went the opposite way, cf. Old Slavonic vorna 
with Modern Czech warn, Old English brut with Modern English bird etc. 

1 4 4 Ohnesorg, Fonet, sludie II, pp. 55—56, has a similar observation. Here are his examples; 
[kofojat] fotografovat, [kondezdovani:] kondensovani, [omoloti-.va] kolomotiva. Besides, he has an 
interesting finding in connection with the consonantal clusters pf, tf, kf, which are realized as sp, 
st, it in the period when the child has not yet mastered the trilled articulation, cf. [sti:da] kfida, 
[spelest] pfelizt, [nepaSli:] nepatfi. 
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It should be pointed out at the outset that the chain of two vowels, whether 
diphthongal or hiatic, seems to be a difficult phenomenon for the child in his first 
developmental stages and is therefore—like the consonantal clusters—simplified. In 
distinction to consonants there are more ways of simplification in vowels. In diph
thongs, the process either results in monophthongization, while the second component 
of the genuine diphthong is dropped; or else the diphthong is substituted for by 
a long vowel, i.e. the lengthening of the first component takes place; or, as commonly 
occurred especially in the very first developmental stage, the diphthong is realized 
as a hiatus and each of the components is given an articulatory impulse while the 
pause is inserted in between. It might be taken for granted, however, that in the 
realization of the first five hundred words the child has mastered the articulation of 
the diphthongs, though even here we can find them being replaced by a long vowel. 
In dealing with hiatus situation, nevertheless, his method reveals deviations as 
compared with Standard usage, which appear above all in incorrect inserting of the 
hiatic consonants. A few data follow to demonstrate this phenomenon; in accordance 
with Colloquial Czech, the boy uses the hiatic [v] in sandhi situation, cf. [do voltd] 
do oka, [ve voci:x] v ocich, [do vokna] do okna. The same consonant is, however, 
inserted in between the prefix and stem, i.e. in the position where the hiatus, however 
common in Czech1*5, is not liquidated or else a glottal stop is realized, cf. [nevuduzi.m] 
neudrzim, [nevuhodi:m] neuhodim. Futhermore, [v] appears in loan-words, cf. [kakavo], 
[kakavo:cko] kakao, where, however, this consonant alternates with [j], cf. [kakajo]. 
In connection with this expression another liquidation of hiatus occu rs in the child, 
namely syneresis, where the former hiatic chain [ao] gives way to a diphthong [au], 
cf. [kakau]. This phonetic change, though documented in the historical development 
of Czech, cf. do-tifati—doufat, za-jitra—zitra, is unknown in Modern Czech 1 4 8 . 

The child's aversion to hiatus combinations is evident in many examples which were recorded 
in his speech long after his linguistic development was accomplished. Here are a few data, illustrat
ing the liquidation in loan-words; [vi:kuka] vyuka, [feduda-.l] feudal, [terorije] teorie, [fifat] Fiat, 
[piruleta] pirueta, [pnevmatika] pneumatika, [revmatismus] reumatiemus. 

Combination ol a Consonant + a Vowel or vice versa 

In such sequences no phonetic changes occur in Czech and, with minor exceptions, 
they do not appear in the child investigated. As an example of the exceptional occur
rence, the aspiration observed in the first-fifty-word period in the combination of 
a voiceless stop + a vowel ([pha:pha:] papa, [phipH] pipi) should be recalled here. 
This phonetic phenomenon has, however, not become a firm component of the phone
mic system in the child; on the contrary, it disappeared already within the first 
developmental stage. 

Abbreviation of Words 

In most findings on the child's language the shortening of longer words is noticed 
and considered as one of the characteristic features in the language development. 
While some of the investigators simply document its appearance in children, others 
try to explain it by trying to establish certain laws in children's behaviour in this 
respect. The majority agree in one point, namely, that in shortening the end of 

1 4 6 Cf. V. Mathesius, Nlkolik slov o hidtu, p. 219 ff. 
1 4 6 It appears, however, in Modem English, cf. [du3] — [du9~], — [sid]. 
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the words is preserved. This led Jespersen 1 4 7 to classify those abbreaviations where 
the first syllable is dropped as children's formations, while those which preserve the 
first syllable and drop some of the remaining ones he regards as the result of adult 
interference in the language structure. Less agreement is, however, found in explaining 
the children's behaviour. Let us mention here a few of the suggestions concerning 
this problem: in Gregoire's opinion 1 4 8 the child preserves the stressed (i.e. in French 
the last) syllable and drops the preceding ones. In the influence of stress on the 
shortening of words in children Gvozdev 1 4 9 , Krasnogorskiy 1 5 0 and Smoczyriski 1 5 1 also 
believe, the last of them presenting many examples of speech developments of 
Polish-, Rusian-, German- and Bulgarian-speaking children. In view of the fact that 
the first syllable is stressed in Czech and yet it is dropped in Czech-speaking children, 
the above-mentioned opinion is not applicable here. This, undoubtedly, led Ohne
sorg 1 6 2 to pronounce the following theses: in the early developmental stages the 
abbreviating of words is a mere echo and the child repeats that syllable which in
corporated the greatest intensity, either melodical or dynamical. Later on, the child 
concentrates on those syllables which are most important for understanding, i.e. the 
stem and the suffix of the word. The acceptance of Ohnesorgs's opinion would help 
to account for the late appearance of prepositions in children. If, on the other hand, 
stress were to be the relevant factor in the abbreviating operation, the syllabic 
prepositions, being stressed in Czech, should have been early in appearance and, as 
for shortening, they should have been preserved, which is certainly not the case. 

In our material, the thesis of the preservation of the end of word in the child in 
abbreviating is confirmed; the following examples are given as illustration; [bits, 
busek] autobus, autobusek, [kuju] dikuji, [ji:kd] polivka, [veska] ovecka, [ka:dat] vykld-
dat, [beSka] kolobezka, [koja:da] cokoldda, [fonovaf] telefonovat, [mofo:n] gramqfon, 
[maJka] omdcka, [gafovat] fotografovat, [galeti] cigar ety, [pesfii:cek] kapesnicek, 
[ni:sko~\ slunitko, [velka] veverka etc. 

As in the findings of Ohnesorg, Janko, Phanhauser, Kaczmarek, Smoczynski 
and Cohen, so too in our corpus such examples can be found where—in shorten
ing—only the initial consonant is dropped, cf. [iska] liska, [kovat] skovat, [ovat, 
avat] chovat, [apesMxek] kapesnicek, [apak] kdepak, [aka:daf] vyklddat, [iba] ryba, 
[aliski] saticky, [akukala] zakukala, [icisli:me] vycistime etc. Though usually treated 
under the same heading, these examples, in our opinion, are not proper manifesta
tions of what we understand by abbreviated words, as the number of syllables re
mains unchanged here and various factors might account for the loss of the initial 
consonant. The omission of the as yet imperfectly learned consonant, its absence 
in the child's consonantal system, or the simplification of the difficult consonantal 
cluster are perhaps plausible explanations. The treatment of such forms as inter
mediate grades which have appeared in the gradual mastering of the correct in-
abbreviated form is, however, not excluded, cf. [ka:dat]—[aka:dat]—[vikla:dat] 
vyklddat, [ovat]—[kovat]—[skovat] schovat. 

For definite conclusions, a more thoroughly detailed analysis in regard to the 
abbreviating process in children, both Czech and non-Czech, would be needed. The 

1 4 7 Cf. O. Jespersen, Language,, p. 7. 
1 4 8 Cf. A. Gregoire, L'apprentissage, p. 264. 
1 4 9 Cf. Gvozdev, Usvoenie p. 113. 
1 6 0 See Krasnogorskiy Stanovlenie detskoy rechi in Chukovskiy, Ot dvux do pyati, p. 70. 
1 5 1 Cf. Smoczynski, Przyswajanie, pp. 197—205. 
1 5 2 Cf. Ohnesorg, Fonet. studie II, p. 65, Mluvni vtfvoj, p. 37. 
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results of such an analysis as well as the comparison of the various methods would 
no doubt help in determining the leading factor. 

P H O N E M I C S H A P E S O F W O R D S 

In terms of their length, the child's vocabulary of this period consists of the fol
lowing types of words; monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic, tetrasyllabic, penta
syllable and hexasyllabic. 

Phonemic Length of Words 
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Figure 260 

HEXASYLLABLES ....0.1 X 

PENTASYLLABLES Q5Z 

TETRASYLLABLES as z 

MONOSYLLABLES 13.7/: 

TRISYLLABLES .386* 

DISYLLABLES 38.77. Figure 261 
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In order of syllabic length, the disyllables remain most widely distributed; they 
are,'~however, closely followed by trisyllables. The distribution of monosyllables is, 
on the other hand, considerably lower and so is that of tetrasyllables. The penta- and 
hexasyllabic words appear least frequently. Though they have a minimum occur
rence, their existence in the child's vocabulary is surprising and requires comment; 
in most instances, they represent various realizations of loan-words, cf. [kolomotiwd], 
[kolomota:vd] [tekomoti:vd] lokomotiva; [fotoglqfovat] fotografovat, [telefonovat] tele
fonovat; of the others, let us mention here examples as [malilinepki:] malicky and 
[velikana:nskej] veliky. Their syllabic length is due to the inserting of emotional in
fixes in order to express the highest possible contrast between little versus big. The 
last group of pentasyllables (and of hexasyllables as well), in which the boy derives 
verbal forms from substantives by introducing prefixes and suffixes, thus naturally 
enlarging their syllabic length, is to be accounted for as the result of the child's 
formation, cf. [vopapuckovat], (to put on slippers), [vinocHi:ckova:va:m se] (I am using 
the pot), [vocepickujeme] (we are going to put on our cap). Such words have no 
equivalents in Standard Czech. Figures 260 and 261 show the occurrence of words 
in their order of frequency as well as their mutual proportions. 

As in the two previous vocabularies, here too we have analysed the first five 
hundred words in regard to their consonant and vowel sequences. 
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Phonemic Shapes in Monosyllabic Words 
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Figure 262 

In monosyllables there are 11 different shapes and their structure and frequencies 
are shown in Figure 262. As is evident, the CV shape is the most frequent and is 
followed by the CVC shape. The remaining shapes have progressively decreasing 
occurrences. 

As for the onsets, the shapes beginning with a consonant greatly predominate, 
while vocalic onset is almost exceptional. Of the two shapes which do begin with 
a vowel, the former V V was recorded in the interjection [au, auvej], the other repre
sents the as yet imperfect child's formation where the proper initial consonant was 
dropped, cf. [ol] ted. The exceptional position of shapes beginning with a vowel is 
shown also in the number of occurrences. While the syllabic shapes beginning with 
a consonant in onset have 357 total occurrences, the syllabic shapes beginning with 
a vowel have only 5 total occurrences. 
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Monosyllabic Words 

closed 
syllables 

With regard to syllables, the open syllables slightly predominate compared to the 
closed. Figure 263 shows the ratio. 

In disyllables, 44 phonemic shapes were recorded and their structure and frequen
cies are shown in Figure 264. As in monosyllables, so too in disyllables the sequence C V 
is the optimal one. Most of the words are those of C V C V shape. The following are 
those of C V C V shape. The following are CVCVC-shaped words. In the comparison 
of our findings with those reported by J . Vachek 1 6 3 , a considerable resemblance 

might be seen. In his countings the shape CVCVC is 
the most widely distributed (it is the second most 
frequently used in our findings) and is followed by 
CVCCV (which is the third most frequently used in 
our corpus); CCVCV is the next most frequent shape 
in Vachek and comes fifth in our order of frequency. 
If we take into consideration that in J . Vachek only 
the five-phoneme words were analysed regardless of 
their syllabic length 1 6 4 , the resemblance of the most 
widely distributed types in Standard Czech and in 
the child's vocabulary is the higher. 

Of the next shapes which have fair distribution in 
our data the shapes CVCCVC and CCVCCV, which 
come fourth and fifth in the scale of frequency, should 
be mentioned here. The remainder have minimal occur
rences and their frequency order might be seen in 
Figure 264. 

The comparison of the number of the shapes begin
ning with a consonant (i.e. 35) with that of the shapes 
beginning with a vowel (i.e. 9) once again confirms the 
dislike of Czech to distributing vowels word-initially. 
The number of occurrences, too, offers further support 
for this observation, cf. 298 occurrences of the C V C V 
shape as the most frequent representative of those 

beginning with a consonant, with 30 occurrences of the shape V C V , which is the 
most frequent one of those beginning with a vowel. It must be kept in mind that 
in the latter shape the loan-words, which have different phonemic structure, and the 
as yet imperfect forms where the proper initial consonant was dropped and which 
therefore have no equivalents in Standard Czech, are also included. 

As in monosyllables, so too in disyllables the open syllables predominate compared 
to the closed ones. Figure 265 indicates the ratio. 

In trisyllables, there are 59 phonemic shapes, of which 14 begin with a vowel; 
their structure and frequencies are indicated in Figure 266. The shape CVCVCCV is 
the most widely distributed. The C V C V C V and C V C V C V C shapes follow. The shape 
C V C C V C C V comes fourth and the shape C C V C V C C V fifth in order of frequency. 

As in monosyllables and disyllables, so too in trisyllables, the words with conso
nantal onset exhibit conspicuous preponderance both in the number of various 

open 
syllable 

Figure 263 

1 5 3 Cf. J . Vachek, Fonologie lexika, p. 397. He, however, uses the pattern babab, babba and 
bbaba where we have CVCVC, CVCCV and CCVCV. 

1 5 4 J . Vachek here continues in the research which was initiated by V. Mathesius, see La structure 
phonologique, pp. 67 —84, where the author analyses the phonemic structure of words consisting 
of one, two, three and four phonemes. 
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Phonemle Shapes in Disyllabic Words 
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Phonemic- Shapes in Trisyllabic Words 
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Phonemic Shapes in Tetrasyllable Words 
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shapes and the number of occurrences. To demonstrate this, we can compare the 
284 occurrences of CVCVCCV (as the most widely distributed shape beginning with 
a consonant) with 28 occurrences of VCVCVC (as the most widely distributed shape 
beginning with a vowel). As reported for mono- and disyllables, the open syllables 
predominate also in trisyllables and their mutual ratio is shown in Figure 267. 

In tetrasyllables, the total of 42 phonemic shapes, of which 12 begin with a vowel, 
appeared. Their structure and frequencies may be seen in Figure 268. The high 
predominance of the CV shape is again more than evident. The CVCVCVCV shape 
here is most widely distributed, the CVCVCVCCV shape comes second and the 
CVCVCVCVC shape third in the frequency scale. There follow the VCVCVCV and 
CVCVCCVCV shapes, which occupy the fourth and fifth place respectively. In view 
of what has been said about the general aversion of Czech to employing vowels word-
-initially, the fourth place of the VCVCVCV shape in the frequency order ia rather 
surprising. The comparatively frequent occurrence of expressions such as [uli:ka:me] 
utikdme, [uli:la:me] utirdme, [oba:li:me] obrdtime, \ukilli:rne\ uklidime, together 
with the as yet imperfect realizations of some of the others, cf. [ipeleme] vypereme, 
[ictsliime] vyctstime, is a plausible explanation. Also the fact that tetrasyllables as 
a whole are not so frequently distributed as the shorter words, contributes to the 
more balanced proportions in the different shapes. 
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The preponderance of the open syllables, observed in all words so far analysed, 
reached here the highest percentage, amounting to 83.9% of the total of syllables, 
of. Figure 269. 

In pentasyllables, 8 different shapes occurred, all of them with a consonant onset. 
For their structure and frequencies see Figure 270. In spite of the fact that all 
pentasyllables are either loan-words or typical baby words, their phonemic structure 
closely corresponds to that reported as the optimal in other situations. Thus the 
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shape CVCVCVCVCV, i.e. the repeated sequence of the CV shape, is the most widely 
distributed, while the second and third places are occupied by the CVCVC VCCV 
and CVCVCVCCCVC shapes respectively. Concomitantly, the high preponderance of 
the open syllables over the closed is to be expected. Figure 271 gives the ratio of the 
two types of syllables. 

The hexasyllables are represented by two shapes, as Figure 272 indicates. As 
concerns their structure, what has been said of pentasyllables holds good for hexasyl
lables, too. In spite of the fact that both 
the words are representations of the child's 
ad hoc formations, their structure follows 
the general tendency observed in other 
words, i.e. the repetition of the CV shape 
combined, to a lesser degree, with that of 
CVC. Under such circumstances, the open 
syllables naturally again prevail over the 
closed. Figure 273 indicates their'ratio. 

Phonemic Shapes in Hexasyllablc Words 
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To summarize, we show the ratio of the open and closed syllables in the first fifty, 
first one hundred and first five hundred words: 

92.8 : 7.2 80.6 19.4 69.5 : 30.5 

As the figures indicate, the closed syllables remain in a striking minority in all the 
three stages, in spite of the fact that their number of occurrences progressively 
increases. 
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